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aÞhéaÔÐ`Ñ JXÞÏAcÐ_* QÞÏ«Ð^ÐeÐ J
aÐràÐfÐ`Òe @«_ÞàkÞ[ ]Ëe]hÞà[ÐLÊ HL mÞMú[
eË`Ð¯_ Ò]aÐe @bÑ¿Ð Ò_B “]Ëe]ó½Þ”e S_ê Ð
JXÞÏhÐ `õÒ]h J JXÞÏA SÐ[Þ `ÐBÜ Òj' jcª
j]ÞoÐ J hÊbÐLÐPçlÐLÊ LcàÒl[õÒe `õ[Þ`Ð]_
`õÒQÏ½ÐÒe jaÊ JXÞÏhÐÒ`õcÑ J LÒcàÐÒ~ÔÐNÑ
JXÞÏAcÐ_*Ê @_Ê`õÐZÞ[ LeÞaÐ H' cÊM`[õe
`õ^Ð_ mlÔ J DÒ~hÔ Ð
“dUra-dRuSTi” feeds on the
flames of farsightedness flickering in the
hearts and minds of Oriyas all over the
world. As the mouthpiece of oDiA
samAja (OdiSA), the newsletter aspires
to inspire all Orissa lovers in the service
of our motherland, Orissa.

jÕLfL* ÒmM_ÑeÊ ... ... ...
LÐfe N[ÞÒe @Ò_L bÐiÐ mÊ© kÊH, J ÒjkÞ mÊ© bÐiÐe bjêeÊ @Ò_L _Ë[_ bÐiÐe S_ê
kÊH Ð @Ò_L aÞhéÐj Le«Þ bÐiÐLÊ có[ÔÊcÊMeÊ aqÐBaÐ mÐNÞ jÐkÞ[Ôe D_ð[Þe HLÐ« AahÔL Ð
LÞ«Ê @Ò_L A^Ê_ÞL aÐ]Ñ c[ ]Þ@«Þ Òd, jcÐSe D_ð[Þ mÐNÞ ÒLaf aÔÐajÐ¯ÞL bÐiÐkÞÜ dÒ\½ Ð
ÒLaf JXÞhÐ _ÊÒkÜ, jÐeÐ `ó\úaÑÒe H bfÞ HL c[aÐ] LÊ Ò_B NÒaiZÐ QÐmÞRÞ Ð $fÐ$f LZ
ÒLa, [ÐkÐ akÊ[ ]Ëee L\Ð Ð HkÞ`eÞ OXÞjuÞ cÊkËràÒe jÐ^ÐeZ cÐ_a ÒLaf _ÞSe cÐ[óbÐiÐ
_ÊÒkÜ, @_Ôe bÐiÐLÊ aÞ ÒmÐ` LeÞÒ]B _ÞSe aÔajÐ¯Ñ cÒ_ÐaórÞLÊ LÞRÞVÐ QeÞ[Ð\à LeÞ`ÐeÞaÐ
mÐNÞ @`ÒQ½Ð LeÊRÞ Ð aªÊaÐ]Ñ mÐNÞ mÐb-l[Þ ÒLaf XmÐeÒe, cÐ_jÞL hÐ«ÞÒe _ÊÒkÜ Ð
HkÞ j®Þf_Ñ SÐ[Þ `õÐZjÞuÊ ÒLÐVÞ `õÐZaÞtÊ ^Òe Ð
Ò[Ðe `õÐZaÞtÊ cÞhÐB Ò] bÐB ÒXBÜ `XÞÏ jÞuÊ _ÑÒe ÐÐ - c^ÊjË]_
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ASÞLÐmÞ, cÐ[óbÐiÐe @\à aÞ a]fÞ dÐDRÞÐ cÊÜ
aÞsÐ_ `ÒY J `YÐH, Ò[ZÊ BÕeÐSÑ bÐiÐe
AahÔL[Ð LÊ Ò_B dÊ¦Þ LeÞaÐ @aÞÒaLÞ[Ðe
jÒ*[, LÞ«Ê OÒe J auÊckmÒe aÞsÐ_ e bÐiÐ
LkÞaÐ ADHL @sÐ_[Ðe jÊQ_Ð Ð ÒLaf
BÕeÐSÑ bÐiÐÒe ÒmMÞaÐ LÞ `YÞaÐe @\à
_ÊÒkÜÒd jcÒª aÞsÐ_ J LfÐLÊ ÒLaf `YÞÒ]B
aÊTÞ`ÐeÞÒa Ð
Ò[Òa bÐiÐe ÒcßÐfÞL[Ð LZ? aÞbÞ_ð
^càÐamcÑé cÐÒ_ aÞhéÐj Le«ÞÒd ÒLßÐZjÞ
^càhÐ±LÊ Òlaf `ËeÐ[_ ÒmMÐÒe kÞÜ `YÞ [Ðe
aÞi¯aªÊLÊ D`m•Þ LeÞÒka Ð HB dÊ¦Þ LÊ Ò_B
LÊkÐdÐH, Òa]LÊ Òaß]ÞL bÐiÐÒe, ÒLÐeÐ_çLÊ
AeaÑ¯, ÒVÐeÐ LÊ kÑaóbÐiÐÒe kÞÜ `YÞaÐ
DQÞ[ Ð HL jÐ^ÐeZ D]ÐkeZ ÒkmÐ, DÒ`tÍ
b& * ÒmMÐ jaÊLÊ SÐ`Ð_Ñ LÞcéÐ $eÐjÑ Òe
@_ÊaÐ] LeÞ jÐkÞ[ÔeÊ @_\à aÐkÐe LeÞaÐ Ð
cZÞie c_, bÐa_Ð, LÞcéÐ bÐiÐsÐ_ ÒLaf
cªÞ´e `Í[Þ$f_ _ÊÒkÜ, HjaÊ [Ðe LÍcaÞLÐh
mÐNÞ HL ÒcßÐfÞL D`Ð]Ð_ Ð
JXÞhÐe D_ðrÞ ÒLaf JXÞA bÐiÐ J
jÐkÞ[Ôe D_ðrÞ Òe jÐ^ú[ ÒkÐB`ÐeÞa _ÐkÞÜ Ð
Òj\úmÐNÞ LÞRÞVÐ hÞlÐ J h¦Þe AahÔL, dÐkÐLÞ
AceÞ S_êbËcÞe LfÐ, jÐkÞ[Ô, aÞsÐ_, B[ÞkÐj,
@\à_Ñ[Þ, hÐj_, hÞhÊ aÞLÐh, _ÐeÑSÐ[Þ e
SÐNeZ, ]eÞ]Í[Ð e ]ËeÞLeZ, @eÐSL[Ð e
cËÒfÐ`úÐV_, HaÕ LÊjÕ²Ðee cÐSà_Ð mÐNÞ
DjúÐkÞ[ LeÞaÐ mÐNÞ Ò`ÍeZÐ ÒdÐNÐBa Ð `Í\c
@* Òe HB jaÊ aÞi¯Òe ÒmMÐ `ÍLÐh LeÞaÐ

mÐNÞ jÊÒdÐN cÞfÞmÐ _ÐkÞÜ Ð ÒcÐe AhÐ,
baÞiÔ[Òe, A`Z cÐ_* jkÐ¯[Ð Òe, D`e
mÞMÞ[ LÁ_Ð jaÊe eË`Ð¯_ jc÷a Òka Ð ÒmML
ÒmMÞLÐ'* c[ jaÊ ÒjcÐ_'* aÔ¦ÞN[ c[ Ð
HB jéÐ^ú_[Ð LÊ aSÐ¯ eMÞ, ÒmMÐ jaÊ WÞLç
@aÞLf `ÍLÐh LeÐ dÐBRÞ Ð `ÐWL aót ÒmMÐe
jéÐ^ú_[Ð LÊ j®Ð_ Ò]B, LÞRÞVÐ [ÑaÍ
jcÐÒmÐQ_Ð LÊ NÍkZ LeÞÒa, HB AhÐ ÒcÐe
ekÞRÞ Ð jcÐÒmÐQ_Ð A[*aÐ] _ÊÒkÜÐ
]Ëe]ó½Þ, JXÞA jcÐS j*f_e `Í\c
@*e j*fL bÐaÒe cÊÜ _ÞSLÊ @[Ô« bÐNÔaÐ_
cÒ_LeÊRÞ Ð ÒcÐe Ò`iÐ ÒkmÐ aÞsÐ_, jÐkÞ[Ô
_ÊÒkÜ Ð SÑa_Òe LaÞ, bÐaÊL, LÞcéÐ jÐkÞ[ÔÞL
ÒkaÐ ÒcÐe @bÞ`ÍÐ¯ _ÊÒkÜ Ð aeÕ, A`ZcÐ_*e
ÒmMÐLÊ j*f_ LeÞaÐe `Í\c jÊÒdÐN Òd
ÒcÐÒ[ baÞiÔ[ Òe LÞRÞ ÒmMÐÒmMÞ LeÞaÐ mÐNÞ
@_Ê`ÍÐZÞ[ LeÞa, H\ÞÒe jÒtk _ÐkÞÜ Ð ÒcÐe
HB `Í\c j*f_Òe @Ò_L h~, aÔÐLeZ,
a_Ð_, $fÐ B[ÔÐ]Þ bËmç _Þ¾Þ[ ekÞa Ð JXÞA
bÐiÐe ÒmMÐe HBjaÊ bËmç mÐNÞ cÊÜ `Í\ceÊ
A`Z cÐ_* _ÞLVÒe lcÐ `ÍÐ\à_Ð LeÊRÞÐ
HB lÊ]Í `Í\c j*f_ Òe `ÍLÐhÞ[ ÒmMÐ
A`Z cÐ_* cÐ_jLÊ LÞqÞ[ç RÊBÜ `ÐeÊ, Òj\ÞmÐNÞ
cÊÜ SÐ[Þ, ^cà _ÞaÞàÒhi e `Í\c eË`ÒeM, SNÐafÞA-jÊb]ÍÐ *Ê bËcÞº `ÍZÐc SZÐDRÞ Ð
cÐLàÒ¨hée `¨Ð,
jÐ_ç AÒÃÐ_ÞJ, ÒVµÐj 78230-1830
dÊ¦eÐ½Í AÒceÞLÐ Ð
@N½ 27, 2003
Òd _e _ aÊÒT cÐ_ @`cÐ_, _ÊkÜB LÞ ÒjkÊ `hÊe jcÐ_ ?
dÐ' bÐiÐ ]Êaàf LÐkÞÜ [Ðe sÐ_, LÐkÞÜ [Ð'e eÐS ]ÊAÒe j®Ð_ ? - N=Ð^e
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JXÞA jcÐS LZ ?
XLçVeç Ò]ajêÞ[ cÞhÍ
Ò$¯ÐeçaÔÐ*çjç, AmÐ²Ð, dÊ¦eÐ½Í AÒceÞLÐ

JXÞA jcÐS HL A«SàÐ[ÞL jcÐS aÐ @_ÊºÐ_ Ð
cÐnà 24, 2001 Òe S_ê Ò_B, ASÞ HkÞ jcÐS
]ÍÊ[ N[ÞÒe aówÞ LeÊRÞ Ð HkÞ jcÐSe mlÔ
ÒkDRÞ:
1/ Òd ÒLkÞ JXÞhÐ eÐSÔ HaÕ JXÞA bÐiÐe
hÊbQÞ«L, [Ð*Ê HkÞ @_ÊºÐ_ SeÞAÒe HL[ÍÞ[
LeÞaÐ Ð
2/ HkÞ @_ÊºÐ_ LÊ HL jÐcÐSÞL, jÐÕ²ó[ÞL,
hÞlÐN[, mÐb-aÞkÑ_, ^cà _ÞeÒ`l, J eÐS_Ñ[Þ
_ÞeÒ`l @_ÊºÐ_ bÐaÒe NYÞaÐ Ð
3/ jbÔcÐ_* bÞ[Òe HL Òcß[õÑ J `Ðe¸eÞL
j®Ð_ S_Þ[ aÐ[ÐaeZ jó½Þ LeÞ, NZ[§ _Ñ[Þ
@amcé_ LeÞ jcÐSLÊ ]óY LeÞaÐ Ð
4/ JXÞA bÐiÐ, j²ó[Þ, J I[ÞkÔ LÊ aSÐ¯
eMÞaÐ J `ÍjÐeZ LeÞaÐ, d\Ð Òd ÒLßÐZjÞ
Ò]hÒe AÒc ekÊ, ÒjWÐÒe AÒc JXÞA
bÐaÒe _ÞSe `eÞQ¯ Ò]aÐ HaÕ JXÞA bÐaÒe
Naà @_Êba LeÞaÐ Ð
5/ jbÔ cÐ_*Ê _ÞÓjéÐ\à`e J Òcß[õÑ`ËÀà
`Í[ÞÒdÐNÞ[Ð SeÞAÒe baÞiÔ[ `ÐBÜ Ò_[ó[é
Ò_aÐmÐNÞ jÐkj J D~Ñ`_Ð jÕÒdÐN LeÞaÐ Ð

6/ _ÞS `Ðhéà `XÞhÐÒe @_Ô JXÞA cÐ_* jkÞ[
Òcß[ÍÑ bÐa yÐ`_ LeÞaÐ, `ÍcËMbÐaÒe
]eLÐeÒaÒf ÒjcÐ_* jÐkÐdÔÒe AjÞaÐ Ð
7/ @_ÊºÐ_ SeÞAÒe JXÞhÐÒe D_ð[Þ cËfL
LÐdàÔ LeÞaÐ HaÕ JXÞhÐe D_ð[Þ `\Òe ]óY
jcéu yÐ`_ LeÞaÐ Ð
JXÞA jcÐS aÞhéaÐjÑ jcª JXÞA*Ê HkÞ
@_ÊºÐ_Òe ÒdÐN]Ð_ LeÞaÐLÊ _Þc§Z LeÊRÞ Ð
JXÞA jcÐSe AbÞcÊMÔ ÒkmÐ :
The Odiya Samaja (OdiSA) is an
organization of well wishers of Orissa. The society
is a non-ethnic, secular and non-political forum.
Friendship is the motto of the society. The objective
of the society is to promote a friendly and respectful
environment for its members. The society will
actively promote the heritage, culture, language
(Odiya), awareness and pride of the state of Orissa.
The society will conduct its business in all fairness
and abide by the laws of the country. The society
will provide leadership opportunities to its members
and help younger to understand, absorb and
promote the pride of their heritage. Both Oriya and
English will be the official language of the society.
The society will work with the people of the state of
Orissa in developing fellowship and providing a
helping hand as and when needed. The members of
the society vow to safeguard the ethics and values
of the society and set a standard for excellence at all
times.

DW `Þõ¯ bõÐ[Ð DW ÒNÐ bNÞ_Ñ cÐ[óbËcÞ ]ÊÓM ]Ñ_[Ð dh Ð
aÞ_Ñ[ QÞrÒe [a `Ë[ `Ò] _ÞÒa]B LaÞ `õÐZ-DoéÐj ÐÐ - _tLÞÒhÐe
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@Ò`Ímç 4, 2001 Òe hÍÑ aÞ»Ê cÞhÍ HkÞ jcÐSe
HL motto `ÍªÐa LeÞ\úÒm Ð [ÐkÐ ÒkmÐ-One
Team One Dream | jcÐSe jbÔcÐÒ_ HkÞ
mottoLÊ aÞ_Ð ]Þé^ÐÒe @amcé_ LeÞAjÞÒm Ð
JXÞA jcÐSe aÞbÞ_ð LÐdàÔLÍc c^ÔÒe jaà`Í\c
ÒkDRÞ JXÞhÐ aÞLÐh `õÐec÷ÞLÑ (J.aÞ.I.) Ð HkÞ
initiative ]éÐeÐ, JXÞhÐe D_ð[Þ `ÐBÜ `Ê&Þ
HL[ÍÞ[ LeÐdÐDRÞ Ð HkÞ `Ê&ÞLÊ AÒceÞLÐe
stock market Òe invest LeÐdÐDRÞ Ð HkÞ
initiativee `õhÐj_ HaÕ @_Ô information `ÐBÜ
http://www.odiya.org/OBI access Le«Ê Ð
JXÞA jÐkÞ[Ô jbÐ ÒkDRÞ JXÞA jcÐSe AD
ÒNÐVÐH @= Ð HkÞ jbÐe DÒ~hÔ ÒkDRÞ
`ÊeÐ[_ JXÞA jÐkÞ[Ô HaÕ LaÞ[Ð aÞi¯Òe
AÒmÐQÏ_Ð LeÞaÐ HaÕ [ÐkÐLÊ @_ÔcÐ_*
D`ÒdÐN `ÐBÜ archive LeÞaÐ Ð HkÐ RXÐ,
_Ë[_ ÒmML J LaÞ*Ê DjúÐkÞ[ LeÞ, ÒjcÐ_*e
ÒmMÐLÊ `ÍjÐeÞ[ LeÞaÐ Ð A`Z d]Þ HkÞ jbÐÒe
ÒdÐN]Ð_ LeÞaÐLÊ QÐkÐ«Þ, Ò[Òa
odiasahityasabha@yahoogroups.com LÊ HL
e-mail `WÐ«Ê Ð hÍÑ j[Ô ]Ðh* Ò_[ó[Òe
JXÞA jcÐS HL electronic LaÞ[ÐÒLÐi HaÕ
hvÒLÐi `ÍLÐh LeÞ@RÞ Ð JXÞhÐ online ÒkDRÞ
hÍÑ aÞS¯ ÒcÐk_ cÞhÍ* jé`ð Ð JXÞhÐ aÞi¯Òe
dÐkÐLÞRÞ jËQÏ_Ð HL[ÍÞ[ ÒkÐB`ÐeÞa,
[ÐkÐLÊ HL website cÐ^ÔcÒe jcNÍ
aÞhéaÐjÑ*Ê `ÍQÐeÞ[ LeÐdÞa Ð JXÞA jcÐS, HkÞ

jé`ðLÊ jÐLÐe LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ HL[ÍÞ[ Ð
@[Ñ[Òe, JXÞA jcÐS ÒLÒ[NÊXÞH D_ð[ÞcËfL
LÐdàÔÒe bÐN Ò_B\úmÐ :
1/ hÍÑ ^úÒetÍ Le* Ò_[ó[éÒe `¾Þc JXÞhÐÒe
hÍÑ eÐcLó» cÞh_ç SeÞAÒe HL seed-bank
LÐdàÔLÍc Aec÷ LeÐdÐBRÞ Ð
2/ ÒdÐN _ÐcL HL AÒceÞLÐ-ajÞ[ @_ÊºÐ_
jkÞ[ ÒdÐN Ò]B, JXÞhÐe Dn aÞ]ÔÐf¯e hÞlL
cÐ_*Ê aÞbÞ_ð _Ë[_ aÞi¯aªÊÒe refreshers hÞlÐ
`Í]Ð_ LeÐdÐBRÞ Ð
3/ AÒceÞLÐe JXÞA ÒjaL @_ÊºÐ_ jkÞ[ cÞhÞ
2001 e JXÞhÐe a_ÔÐ `Í`ÑXÞ[ aÐjÞtÐcÐ_*Ê
jÐkÐdÔ ÒdÐNÐ dÐBRÞÐ HkÞ LÐdàÔ hÍÑ @kÞcÐZÞLÔ
h[`\Ñ J hÍÑ ^úÒetÍ Le* Ò_[ó[éÒe jc÷a
ÒkÐB `ÐeÞRÞ Ð
JXÞA jcÐSe `Í\c auÊcÞf_, Òj`çÒVcéeç 12, 2001 Òe LÐ_çjÐjç jÞVÞ, AÒceÞLÐÒe
ÒkÐB\úmÐ Ð HkÞ cÞf_e AaÐkL \úÒm, hÍÑ
ecÐamâb ckÐ`Ð[Í Ð2004 Òe, jcÐSe ]Þé[Ñ¯
auÊcÞf_ `ÐBÜ `õªÊ[Þ QÐmÞRÞ Ð A`ZcÐÒ_
akÊcÐ[ÍÐ Òe ÒdÐN]Ð_ LeÞ, JXÞA jcÐSLÊ
cSçaÊ[ç LeÞÒa ÒaÐmÞ Ace AhÐ Ð
JXÞA jcÐSe baÞiÔ[ LÐdàÔLÍc J A`ZcÐ_*
jkÒdÐNÞ[Ð `ÐBÜ myodisa list Òe ÒdÐN]Ð_
LeÞaÐLÊ Ace @_ÊÒeÐ^ Ð

ÒNÐVÞH ]fÒe $ÊVÞDWÊ `õbÊ ÒLÐVÞH jÞÕke af Ð
ÒLÐVÞH j«Ð_ ÒNÐVÞH j`_ S__Ñ cÐ DLúf ÐÐ - “One Team, One Dream”e bÐaÐ\à
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Consciousness of Citizens Vital to Develop Orissa
Dr. Sankarshan Acharya
Chairman, Citizens for Development

I.

The Travesty of Orissa Society

A bounteous Orissa has been denuded of its
culture, wealth and possessions. The state owes a
whopping Rs. 30,000 crores in debt, costing us
about Rs.3600 crores annually in interest payments.
About 92% of the state’s revenues are spent on a
defunct bureaucracy. Our elected representatives
are at loggerheads with babus to establish
supremacy over a bankrupt state.
Only citizens are supreme in a democracy.
The elected representatives and appointed babus
paid by citizens are supposed to serve the best
interest of citizens. Instead, our standard politicianbabu duo acts like a master affecting every aspect of
citizens’ lives.
The Bhubaneswar Development Authority
and the State Housing Board, for instance, are
dictating how citizens’ families should live in their
own homes. Citizens are forced to spend hardearned savings on leasing (not owning) government
controlled plots with run-down constructions built
by third-class contractors and architects unable to
remain employed without the gratitude of depraved
housing agency babus. These babus are paid from
our own taxes, yet they incessantly squeeze
kickbacks from us for self-aggrandizement. They
do not serve in the best public interest. How many
of these standard babus and ministers -- forcing our
families to live in their plans for our quarters -- will
prefer to live in third-party designed third-class
homes, for example, with a Pooja room juxtaposed
to a bathroom as in Loombini Vihar?

Empirically
houses
designed
and
constructed by citizens themselves as in Forest Park
or Nayapalli have been far better in quality than the
BDA-Housing Board ghettos. Citizens do not want
layers of bureaucracy to control their living rooms,
and to wangle their live savings. Citizens do not
want their government to buy land from private
people and “lease” the same at exorbitantly higher
prices to families desperately needing homes in
Bhubaneswar and other cities for educating
children.
The same babus and ministers
preemptively buy up lands for themselves in areas
they slate to build roads and other infrastructure on.
Their ruse is to sell the privately acquired lands at
exorbitantly high prices after building roads and
infrastructure using public funds under their control.
For example, lands from Jayadev Vihar Square to
Nandankanan were preemptively purchased by
bureaucrats and ministers before making the area’s
master plan public; huge amounts were then
borrowed by the state to build roads and parks,
forcing innocent citizens longing for civic amenities
to cough up enormous sums for every square inch
of litigated space left over due to artificial scarcity.
Citizens want the government to make master plans
public as soon as decided and even open up
alternative plans for public debate before
acceptance by government. Obviously it was not
wise to develop one oblong Jayadev Vihar-Nandan
Kanan stretch with just one major road which may
eventually prove to be dangerous, while many other
areas closer to the center of the city remain
undeveloped.

b¯ _ÐkÞÜ bÐB SÐNÞmÐZÞ HÒa `ÊeÊZÐ JXÞÏA `õÐZ Ð
hÞa hÞeÑ Òl[õ ck[ aÞba ctÞe eQÞÏaÐ VÐZ ÐÐ - LÊ«fÐ LÊcÐeÑ
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Even the government-fixed land price in
Bhubaneswar with one of the lowest incomes in the
world is seven times of that in California which
boasts of one of the largest per-capita incomes in
the world. Private underhand deals take place at
unimaginable multiples of the government price.
Citizens do not want their government to be a realestate agent, squandering resources and controlling
plans for their living quarters and squeezing their
live-savings. Citizens want to truly own their plots
obtained from government on lease.
Their
government must confiscate all the plots illegally
allotted to politicians and babus through fake
lotteries and via improper conversion from “lease”
to “sthiban” status. Most of the prime land in
Bhubaneswar is held by these parties and the
government. This amounts to choking denizens of
the city and precluding standard private transactions
except for astronomical sums exchanging
underhand. The most efficient government action
in this regard is to disband BDA and Housing Board
and to sell all government land to highest private
bidders and let the latter develop the areas strictly as
per government master plans by providing, for
example, ample parks, children play centers, and
recreation facilities around multistoried buildings.
Citizens want the government to be a creator/keeper
of collective goods, not a controller of private lives.
The state government has effectively
imposed credit crunch on truly enterprising private
entrepreneurs and has wasted more than Rs.600
crores via the Orissa State Finance Corporation.
The OSFC acts like a financial intermediary
borrowing from commercial banks (such as the
State Bank of India) and lending to politicallyconnected “entrepreneurs” who have siphoned off
OSFC’s borrowed sums for their private use,
making citizens of the state poorer than ever before.
Citizens do not want their government to operate
inefficient financial intermediaries like the OSFC.
Citizens want their appointed babus to think better
for public service rather then concocting stratagems

to loot public wealth. Now, commercial banks are
reluctant to lend to even the state government.
They loathe
lending
the
self-proclaimed
entrepreneurs because of massive defaults. Because
of such defaulting reputation established by our
OSFC-anointed entrepreneurs, no true Oriya
entrepreneur will ever succeed in receiving
commercial bank credit. The negative reputation
assiduously nurtured by our “intellectual” babus has
effectively caused a credit crunch in the state that is
difficult
to
dissipate.
No
effective/efficient/profitable entrepreneur will ever
succeed in the state, unless citizens rise and awake
to throttle their government on a right path.
The state was once a fountainhead of intellectualism
in ancient India as witnessed by one of the four
Dhams with a Sankaracharya based in Puri.
Reeling under corruption, it is now begging for
survival with its bounteous mineral resources
siphoned off to the Centre for development outside
Orissa while our minions flock to factories in Gujrat
as laborers. The state has signed an agreement
with the Central government, effectively allowing
the latter to squeeze about Rs. 600 crores per year
through stratagems like NALCO, while making us
beg and recoil in shame. Our elected
representatives want to declare the state as a
“special status” state to garner more funds under
their control and to perpetuate the status quo.
Instead, they should demand the Center to write off
all our government debt, releasing about Rs. 3600
crores per year for development of schools, roads,
hospitals and police force.
We are not poor. But, our collective approach has
forced us to be exactly what we are not. We are
individually smart, but lack collective wisdom to
further interest of our society. Some Central “High
Command” could sway our politicians and babus to
sign deals with the Center that make us lose vast
sums of our resources every year, while we have
been psychologically weakened enough to not even
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to not even speak for our right. It is true perhaps
that the state’s cosigners of NALCO stratagem
themselves benefited enormously.
But, the state is now sinking. Are the same decision
makers now feeling good about what they have
done? Even the vast amounts of their private
illegitimately acquired resources have been locked
in properties and lands that cannot generate much
income or liquidity, thanks to the dysfunctional
nature of the state they created. If the state
retrogresses, kickbacks can no longer be generated.
This appears to be a god-send solution to the mess
created by the self-aggrandizing politician-babu
duo. But, the retrogressing prisoners’ dilemma
keeps the state in an abysmal rut from where
eventual extrication seems impossible.
Even the value of public loot shrinks as a
result. For example, a babu making Rs.50 lakhs in
kickbacks may feel comfortable to store this illgotten wealth by building a house because saving
bribes in a bank is not an option. But, the building
so constructed may fetch hardly Rs. 10,000 per
months, which is equal to the monthly interest from
savings of Rs. 15 lakhs at 8% per year. This shows
that the value of public loot of Rs.50 lakhs
diminishes to Rs.15 lakhs. Eventually when the
property so built deteriorates, the loot vanishes to
simply the value of land.
Over-building and property price bubble are
the hallmarks of a depraved society that
Bhubaneswar has become over decades. It is as if
we are run aground with buildings not generating
even a small portion of the costs of invested capital
due to diminishing economic base wrought by
nontransparent
kickback-oriented
government
policies.
It is not just the losses of Rs. 35 lakhs in the above
example that hurts Orissa society. We are severely
affected by inferior roads, bridges, hospitals and

schools that contractors audaciously thrust on us
after our monitors (the depraved babus) walk away
from with their share of the loot. Our bridges
collapse, roads wash away, hospitals carry no
medicines, teachers remain unpaid, and sewerage
systems give way, electricity transmission fails, and
water supplies pollute. The suffering is pervasive.
Even the debauched politician-babu duo may be
chased by Naxalites. Societies can be founded only
on justice. Only then the less able can tolerate and
rationalize their deprivation. Injustice will breed
contempt. It will induce the less-able to ignore their
own fallacies to castigate the more able and wealthy
people.
Citizens can no longer be quiet when
kickbacks lead to inferior medical service,
schooling and public roads. It seems our elite can
no longer improve the state of our affairs. Many of
them would rather send their children abroad and
emigrate with the loot to live retired peaceful lives.
If our elite feel ashamed to disclose their state of
domicile as Orissa, we have lost our self-respect as
a society.
Consider how our appointed babus can employ
public resources to create a business institute (XIM)
in the state to educate their own children through
back-doors, while tacitly permitting Jesuits to
pursue
their
own
agenda
engendering
potential social upheaval. These same babus have
remained totally silent when the Jesuits contravened
an agreement (on two-thirds of seats for Orissa) by
offering fewer than two-third of seats to students
from Orissa. Our public funds were used to
build an institute.
We wrote a charter for
the Jesuits to run it under the name of Xavier
Institute of Management. Jesuits used backdoors to
admit candidates of bureaucrats in lieu of freedom
to pursue "rural management" programs in Orissa,
contravening the charter and defying faculty
recommendation. The state government must
publish statistical data on conversion in areas under
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state's crises stemming primarily from nonchalance
of elected representatives.

the rural management program.
There are press reports that Orissa has
witnessed a dramatic rise in conversion to
Christianity and that there are unwarranted battles
between converted Adhibasis with those that
continue to adhere to their aboriginal culture. The
government should require the XIM to furnish a
report on admission records of all candidates since
the institute's inception and appoint a commission to
establish the truth about the swap between the favor
in admission and the bureaucratic leniency in
permitting Jesuits to perform religious duties from
within the campus under the veneer of rural
management. XIM should also be required to make
the admission process completely transparent to be
administered rationally by the faculty with no
interference from the Jesuits. The commission
should verify whether or not Christians and other
Jesuit supporters have received higher pays and
promotions. Our government must require the XIM
to publish its budgets (all sources and uses of
funds); the business management program appears
to be self-sufficient. The XIM should be made an
IIM because the country is gaining little financially
from the Jesuits and most, if not all of their foreign
contributed funds, must be gravitating to activities
not slated in the charter of the institute; and the
society is losing immensely through inculcation of
an alien dogma in the minds of the followers of our
ancient culture through various direct and indirect
means.

II.
A Citizen’s Questions to Honorable
Elected Representatives
As a citizen and taxpayer, I arrogate the right and
privilege to convey my hard feelings about the

The state has accrued a whopping Rs.30000 crores
in outstanding debt. Is this debt approximately
equal to self-aggrandizement that cannot be
accounted by known sources of income of many of
our political representatives, their bureaucratic
cronies as well as kith and kin? What is our august
OLA's solution for this predicament?
How about the Rs. 600 crores being drained out of
the state per year through the NALCO stratagem
that funds the Central bureaucracy and development
outside Orissa?
How could our elected
representatives have acted like sitting ducks when
such deleterious agreements were being signed?
Why do current representatives not debate about
persuading the Center to redeem the state's income
for developing the poorest society in the country?
What is our dignified Orissa Legislative Assembly
(OLA) doing about that?
How does it benefit a society when our august OLA
suspends a senior officer based on allegations of
misbehavior (not corruption nor inefficiency) before
thoroughly investigating the case and examining
witnesses? Is it to establish supremacy of OLA?
People already know that. What is the use of
supremacy over a bankrupt state?
Citizens accept that OLA has judicial powers and
that it is supreme within the state. But, how have
our honorable representatives used the dignity and
power of OLA for betterment of an aggrieved
society?
We have a right to ask you these pertinent questions
because you represent us. It is citizens' privilege to
ask such questions to their representatives.

LÐ`ÊeÊi `eÞ, ceÞaÐ SNÒ[, _ÊÒkÜ _e-`DeÊi Ð
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III. A Citizen’s Questions to Respected
Babus

by deliberately conducting such meetings at the
times of assembly sessions?

1. If voters are empowered to replace politicians in
a democracy, why should their representative
politicians across party lines not vote for a system
of replacement of the depraved and dysfunctional
bureaucrats?

8. Don't you think that bureaucrats should be trained
to develop an attitude for serving the public in
exchange for the salaries paid by taxpayers, and to
exorcise their nonchalant medieval lordship
acquired from the bygone British Raj?

2. Don't you think that the arrogant depraved
bureaucratic attitude can be rectified only if India
adopts an executive hiring system, similar to the
USA, to recruit the top two tiers of the government
hierarchy through a competitive process open to all
qualified citizens including those from the current
cadres? [I am not a candidate for any post!]

9. Don't you think that the problem with our
bureaucrats is that they have ascended to their
thrones by simply passing some qualifying
examination, which has little relevance to the
society or solving of human problems?

3. Shouldn't the best ideas form the basis of
governance for a society to advance?
4. Can the answer to (3) be "yes" if the answer to
(2) is "no"?
5. Don't you agree that the current cadre-based
promotions till retirement breeds a bureaucracy not
interested in solving the society's problems?
6. Like the recruitment at the junior-most officer
level is done through competition, shouldn't all
other levels (at least the top two) be filled by a
competitive process open not just to those who have
crossed the first hurdle, but also to all other
qualified individuals of the society?
7. What rational sense of justification does your
association have to preclude elected representatives
from important public service committee meetings

10. Shouldn't you extricate yourself from the
cocoon of an association to answer the above
questions as a rational human intellectual?

IV.

How should citizens respond now?

The rational Orissan elite must treat the current
precarious predicament seriously and evolve
strategies to develop the society. We must ask
pertinent questions to our elected representatives
and appointed babus, for asking pertinent questions
incessantly is the most important virtue of a
developed society. Instead of asking questions,
many of us sulk in resentment and anger as the
debauched public servants (elected representatives
and appointed babus) loot our wealth. The rest of us
aspire and strive to replicate the approaches of
usurpers of public wealth. We must reverse our
collective failure in devising strategies for
penalizing and stigmatizing looters. In addition to
asking pertinent questions, steps needed to develop
our society include the following.

`e D`LÐe dh Ò\ÐBÒm Ð
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1. [Feel proud.] The first and foremost role of
citizens of Orissa is to feel proud of our cultural
heritage and legacy to a great nation. We must,
however, devise ways to deploy our own mineral
and human wealth to develop our state. Our selfaggrandizing political-babu duo wants to declare the
state special for more charity inflow. Charity does
not develop a society, as we have witnessed during
the last six decades. Our will to reform is the key to
our success. We may be individually smart, but our
collective efforts lack wisdom and have therefore
gone astray. We do not need a special status for our
state. We need special reform to lead the nation,
not beg alms as a laggard state.
2. [Demand service.] Instead of bribing
government officials to get things done, citizens
must demand service in exchange for salary
payments. Citizens must ask for instituting systems
of accountability, whereby a defunct bureaucrat is
removed from service following ten cases of
dereliction of duty. We should not be afraid that
such responses will make our government services
go haywire because we have already reached the
nadir of non-performance of our officials. There
are millions of qualified Orissans waiting on line to
work twice for half the pay.
3. [Replace nonperforming officers.] Citizens
must
demand
implementation
of
recruitment/promotion based on open competition
at all levels of the government, open not just to the
cadre babus (like IAS and OAS) but to all qualified
and experienced citizens available to compete.
Competitively chosen officials with no guarantees
for their tenure are more likely than the cadre-based
vegetating officials to perform most efficiently.
4. [Demand efficient and trimmed bureaucracy.]
Already 92% of our state’s revenues are wasted in
salaries of bureaucrats loathing to perform their
assigned duties for which they are paid by us.
Citizens must demand at least a 50% trimming of

the existing bureaucracy. The state government
should remain responsible only for those public
goods (like roads, schools, hospitals, law and order)
that citizens cannot do independently and leave the
rest (businesses and residences) to the citizens
themselves.
5. [Independent vigilance commission.] Citizens
should demand institution (through an act of the
State Legislative Assembly) of an independent state
vigilance commission to supplant the current
government-controlled vigilance department with
three commissioners elected by the people through
referendum during general election. The current
vigilance department, howsoever impartial it may
be, can be credibly colored by the Opposition as
acting in the behest of the incumbent
administration. Credible prosecution is possible
only through an independent vigilance commission.
Citizens must endow the commission with due
authority to confiscate properties acquired with
unknown/illegitimate sources of income and
prosecute usurpers of the loot in a court of law.
6. [Force the government to stay off running
businesses.] Nowhere in the world have bureaucrats
run businesses efficiently. Under the pretext of
creating jobs for the society they establish
enterprises to loot by (i) controlling and misusing
public resources, (ii) collecting kickbacks from
candidates seeking jobs, and (iii) making the
enterprises go bankrupt with employees losing
livelihoods. Our government must not be allowed
to run business enterprises. The self-aggrandizing
babu-politician duo has mustered only sick and
defunct businesses and unduly neglected
governance. The short-run lure of employment in
state-owned business enterprises is outweighed by
the risk of colossal losses to the state’s exchequer
and ultimate elimination of jobs as the enterprises
collapse due to top-level corruption. The lure of
employment in government kills our enterprising
ability and, once in government, it cripples us
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completely.
7. [Agitate when rational policies are not
implemented.] Our public servants must follow
what citizens consider rational. Citizens should
make no demand for higher salaries or more
government jobs because such demands stifle us as
a society. Citizens must ask for reforming public
policies to extricate the society from the vicious
noose of the depraved politician-babu duo. We
must not allow this duo to continue wasting our
resources in the name of development yet to occur
because of their very ruse of self-aggrandizement.
8. [Reservations (quota) only for families with no
current government employment.] Citizens must
seek to amend the reservation law to disqualify any
SC-ST family that already has a government job
from claiming any further reservation on education,
training, jobs or promotions. This amendment
will help the really needy masses in these
categories, rather than continue to enrich a few very
rich elite SC-ST families in India.

class that does not care to advance the society
except to secure their own families politically and
economically. This
amendment should
be
contemplated even for reservations for the other
backward classes. The amended law may help
contain emigration of Indian human talent that
detests prejudice against merit in their own
motherland. Most SC-ST social welfare programs
have basically helped the entrenched babus and
ministers. Merely proposing such a law will make
the NDA government instantly popular among the
SC-ST masses. The entrenched, rich elitist SC-ST
folks who have made fortunes under the current law
will be ashamed of protesting against an
amendment that will really benefit the truly
downtrodden SC-ST masses and perhaps help in
stopping conversion.
With best regards to all and with fervent desire to
restore Kalinga pride,

Sankarshan Acharya
Chairman, Citizens for Development

The current law, designed for social transformation
of SC-ST classes, has simply created another elite

First Things
Sambit Misra
First the puppy then the dog;
First the rain then the fog;
First things first
First you run then you hide;
First I live then I died;
First things first
First you relax then you watch T.V.;
That’s the way it’s got to be;
First things first
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Seeds Bank Project: A Lesson Learnt
Dhirendra Kumar Kar.
Boston. Massachusetts.
This project was one among the 1st one that surfaced in MyOdissa mailing list sometime in May 2001. I all
started with a importance of “ AkhiTrutiya” in odia calendar and how the people back in Orissa in particular
Western Orissa are facing the problem.
Time Line
The initial appeal to the group and other friends
were as follows.
“Dear Friends
I would like to draw your attention to a major issue
where our own people back home in pashchima
oDishA are facing.
We all are aware of some extent of the severe
drought situation in pashchima oDishA.
A lot of discussions has taken place and I am sure
everyone is aware of the grim situation. This is the
time of the year where a new dream comes in the
mind of every farmer for a good harvest in the
coming year. This is the time for seeding, but
unfortunately there are a lot of farmers who can’t
afford to buy the seeds to sow.
I need all of your support in this regards. Even if we
can make difference in a single farmer’s life then it
is going to give us one more good reason to live. I
was thinking to start this process of establishing
“OUR SEEDS BANK" at least in one village this
year. We need to collect, say $1000 which
translates to Rs. 50,000 roughly. Let us provide
support to 10 farmers this year. We can expand on
this in subsequent years.

We are not going to start a charity programme
rather it is some sort of self help. The farmers can
take seeds/money on loan for a year and return it
next year depending upon their harvest without
paying any interest or some nominal amount to
sustain the process. This is going to be their own
programme.
Building the ownership is the one of the root to
sustain and prosper for any plan or program.
Please step forward, we need support at every level,
financially and the most important thing we need at
our will level. I need some friends back in oDishA
who can come forward to support us in this
endeavor to implement this plan. If anyone has
some contact information of some trustworthy NGO
working in Western Orissa to help us in this regard,
please let me know.
Please offer your suggestion/comments. At this
point of time we don’t have any organizational set
up for getting Tax Deduction on the Contributions
for this cause it has to go to one of our Personal
account for disbursement of the fund. Two of us will
open a personal account for now with the name of
"Odiya Samaja" and will disburse the funds with
proper protocol to the organizations of our choice. I
am in contact with Mr. Rabi Das from KVP and will
let you know if his organization M&T International
will help us in this endeavor. Apparently, Rabi Das
has several years of record in working with locals
of paschima oDishA.

ÒkÒm Mf h[, aÞ]ÔÐ aÞc¨Þ[, _ kÊH LÞ b¯*e Ð
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Here is the APPEAL: Please send me your personal
pledge (for at least $25.00 or equivalent foreign currency) and
I will post your names and a total pledged amount
periodically in our FORUM. Let us fix a deadline for the
pledge to be 06/15/2001. Those who cannot afford to help
now, please post your note of sympathy for the deprived
farmers
in
Odisha
in
our
FORUM
(http://www.odiya.org/forum6/default.asp).
That will be the noblest gesture to show our concern for our
own people. If possible we will communicate all messages or
at least the ones which have been written to a farmer you
know. Please try and use Odiphon to draft your letter (if
possible) and post the code in the FORUM so that we can
have the contents in oDiA. A posting in English is fine too.
I am sure if we all come forward we can meet the meagre
amount of $1000.00 before the deadline. Once we have met
the target, I will send more information on how and where to
send the money through individual communications. Let us all
join together to make this dream a success. This is the high
time, we have to be hyper active.
With regards,
Dhirendra Kar”

Progress
I got a lot of emails, support and pledges from the
friends. A good amount of discussion went through
the list. I was reporting the progress of pledge from
time to time which can be found in the archive
mails of myodisa. Finally I got count of 16 people
in total for the pledge amount around $800.00. I
tried my best to find some contact Person or
Organization in western Orissa to carry out the task
but to my surprise no one was interested in
implementing the concept as per the terms i.e. to
create awareness among the people to help
themselves rather than usual charity mode. Finally
25% of the members who had pledged defaulted
and we got $625.00 and were ready to start the
project. Everyone was asking just give us the

money and leave everything else on them which we
as a principle were comfortable with. We did not
get any positive response from Mr. Das (KVP) so
nothing could be done except wasting a lot of time
and money on telephone trying to find out a contact
in western Orissa to carry out this project..
Project Start Up
Finally after my visit to Orissa in December 2001 I
got a chance to visit Ramakrishna Ashram in
Kalahandi and was spellbound by their work. I was
touched in my heart and mind to see how the work
and dedication of a single person Swami Vairagya
Nanda, the founder and secretary of Ramakrishna
Ashram M.Rampur, Kalahandi can make difference
in the life of the poverty stricken people in that
under developed area to find out a permanent
solution to their problems, make them self reliant
and make them self sustainable in their own land.
He is a real follower of Swami Vivekananda’s word
and making use of it in practice "Let the poor,
illiterate, the ignorant, the afflicted- Let these be
your God, and know that service to these alone is
the highest religion". I had always believed that
there is nothing impossible for a willing heart; the
example that I saw in M.Rampur Kalahandi reinforced that belief in me. The Ashram has utilized
knowledge base from the experience of ISRAEL'S
dryland farming by adopting modern technology, to
make that Ashram an OASIS for that drought prone
Kalahandi region. I was surprised to see all sort of
Indian vegetables and fruits as well as foreign
vegetables and fruits such as some varieties of
lettuce, broccolies, strawberries, raspberries,
Chinese cabbage, chinese potatoes, etc. being
cultivated there with bumper harvests in record
time. The Ramkrishna Ashram is presently working
on these fields' Agricultural development,
Community Health Services through Mobile
Allopathy and Homeopathy dispensary for tribals,
Residential school with Innovative and integrated
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agricultural training and education for street
children and school dropouts, drug awareness
counselling, old age home, hostel for tribal students,
library services and above all creating self help
groups in the community for fighting poverty and
hunger. The entire requirements of the Ashram,
for two hundred
inmates that includes the
residential school, old age home and sc/st students'
hostel is met internally and nothing is bought from
the market except salt. Everything comes from the
Ashram’s garden and fields raised by themselves.
All the diversities are taken into its own advantage
and the agricultural activities and the farming done
there are a classic example of its own kind. Swami
Vairagyananda believes that unless the helpless
poor and marginal farmers are empowered with
appropriate and need based agricultural technology
supported by group action they would remain poor
and down trodden for all times to come. This sort of
work needs to be implemented across our state to
make our state one of the most developed
state in India. If this is possible in Kalahandi, then
it is not going to be far behind to see this type of
agricultural development in all part of Orissa. My
strong feeling is, what we lack there to help the
people in need, is not resources but a political
determination and state government’s commitment
in living up to its responsibility. Seeds-bank
project was launched through the Odisha Bikasha
Initiative (OBI) with the help of the Ramakrishna
Ashram of Kalahandi to reinforce the selfsustainability of the local farmers in the drought
stricken areas. Entire fund collected $625.00 was
transferred to RK Ashram for this purpose.

The project started with a beneficiary of 7 families
from the Motadanga Village in Madanpur Rampur.
Initial investment for purchase of seeds and other
required materials for cultivation were supplied to
them. The beneficiaries were also paid a minimum
wages for their labour cost to work in their own
fields so that they can sustain their family needs for
food. Due to high cost of PVC pipes we could not
extend the irrigation facilities to the fields. A
presentation was made to the lift irrigation
department but could not be successful in that.
Anyway partial success was achieved with raising
the Corps, but we lost a substantial amount of the
investment. To our satisfaction those family were
little better off economically to meet their
requirement. From time to time RK Ashram has
provided updates on the fund utilization and
progress over telephone and emails.
Now this year to expand the service RK Ashram
with its own fund and seeds bank fund has started
a small training centre cum development centre for
making Pickles, Papad ,Badi to give employment
opportunity to the tribal ladies during off season
and make them self reliant. We hope a lot can be
achieved if they are supported in their endeavor.
They need support in marketing their produces and
making them aware of their rights and
responsibilities. A long way to go. This is a little
update I am able to provide at this point of time
when I am trying to fulfill my demands in a new job
and handling two little kids back home.

Rainy Day
Sambit Misra
Rain is like a soft cold shower.
Thunder is like a horse galloping.
Lightning is like a flash-light waving around.
Rain is like a glass of water sloshing all around.
Rain is like little wet crystals falling from the sky.

Sambit Misra is the son of Nilima and Debasmita Misra. He is
a student of Randy Smith Junior High in Fairbanks, AK. He
wrote the poem “First Things” in grade 1 and “Rainy Day” in
grade 4. He is 12 year old and has interest in science, music,
and video games. He is a martial artist and a student in taekwon-do.

`ÐV ajÒ_ NÊ&$f, \ÞÒm _ÊkB akÊcËmÔ Ð
QÞeÐ L_ÐÒe cZÞae, \ÞÒm _ [ÊÒV cËmÔ [Ðe Ð - bË`[Þ `¨Þ[
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Conversation, Beyond Words
Mrs. Chandra Misra
It was a spring afternoon, heavily punctuated with
flowers all over. Invisible birds were intruding the
atmosphere once in a while.
Reluctantly I got up from the patio to be
back at my work. I was not in a mood of leaving the
flowering plants, which I only planted a few weeks
earlier. But duty has its own demand; I do work as a
nurse in the city hospital.
“Chandra, you are going to have Room
numbers 336 to 339,” blurted the head nurse, “by
the way, there is an Italian lady in Room 336. She
neither speaks nor understands English. She presses
the ‘call’ button all the time. And we don’t know
what to do with her.”
“Here evaporates my spring afternoon.” I
mumbled to myself. I hurriedly put on my
stethoscope and entered into the room 336.
“Hi, Mrs. Venuto, how are you this
afternoon! My name is Chandra and I will take care
of you today.”
Mrs. Venuto, whose first name was Lucy,
offered me a smile and started telling me something
in Italian. After 5 minutes of her non-stop talk, I
signaled her that I did not understand a thing of
what she said.
Lucy showed me her wrist and started
talking again in fluent and rapid Italian. “Dear
Lord! How am I going to survive this afternoon?”
Suddenly, I remembered an incident from
my days in Bombay, where I lived for a few years
after my marriage. Mr. Ganguli, who lived in a flat
downstairs, had his mother visiting them from
Minapur. Dr. Narang’s aunt from Punjab lived next
door. Mr. Balkishnan’s grandmother from Madras
was visiting them after the birth of their first child.
Every afternoon, the three ladies would sit on the

porch and sip tea together. One day, I happened to
overhear their conversation. It was fascinating. Each
spoke in her own language. And I knew none of the
three knew the language of the others.
I asked Mrs. Ganguli, “Mashima, how is it
that you all laugh so much when you do not
understand each other?” She replied, with the
wisdom of age, that one does not have to understand
a language to carry on a conversation.
Lucy interrupted my wandering thoughts
with a torrent of unfamiliar words. I started to reply
in English, but paused. “Since she does not
understand English anyway, why not speak in
Oriya? I can then bring the best of my feelings.”
Had my mother been here, I would have spoken to
her in Oriya; but she is not here. I never got a
chance to bring her here. She left this world when I
was hardly six months old. I proceeded to comb
Lucy’s hair, braided it in the way she had it before,
cleaned her and changed the sheets. And all the time
I was thinking of my mother, whom I never knew.
Tears came to my eyes. Lucy looked at me; saw my
tears and she probably felt something inside of her.
She continued talking in Italian, and I in
Oriya. We talked about what women have talked
about since the dawn of mankind: of life and love;
of parents and family; of husband and children; of
pleasure and pain; of the call of duty and the call of
the hearts.
When I finished my shift at 11P.M that night
I went and gave Lucy her medication and wished
her good night. Lucy replied with a big smile and
gave me a hug. We had formed a bond, without
even a language. Our minds did not meet, but
something else definitely did.

`YÞmÞ _Ð_Ð Ò]hbÐiÐ, LÐkÞÜ[ _ `ÊeÞmÐ AhÐ Ð
ÒkD `RÒL Òj _ÞLó½ ÒcÐ cÐ[óbÐiÐ cÒ[ ÒhÍº Ð - $LÞeÒcÐk_
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GaNesha Tattwam
Manoj Panda
GaNesha or GaNapati means Lord of GaNas or the
beings. He is worshipped to bless us with success in
every activity.

OM gaNAnAM tvA gaNapatiM AvAmahe .
kaviM kavinAmupama shravastamaM .
jyeShTharAjaM brahmaNAM brahmaNaspata .
Anah shR^iNvannUtibhih sIdasAdanaM

Following are the verses dedicated to invoke the
blessings of Lord GaNesha.

(Rg Veda 2.23.1)
O Ganapati of the gaNas (troops of Lord Shiva), we
invoke Your holiness, Who is the true reflection of
Brahman, the wisest among the wise, Who abound
in treasure beyond all measure, the most brilliant
one. Please be happy with our prayers, come with
Your blessings and assurances of protection into our
home, and be seated.
Tattwam means “Tat” “Twam”. That is ‘You are
That”. The realization of “That in you” through the
symbol of “GaNesha” is “GaNesha Tattwam”.
All of us we have some or other kinds of obstacles.
The definition of life is synonymous with the
working against the difficulties of some or other
kind. The illusory Maya which is the ultimate
difficulty is to be removed to obtain liberation.
Although human beings are spark of the Brahman,
they have made themselves limited by their own
actions. To grow over these limitations and to be
free from bondages we pray to the Lord. The Lord
VinAyaka, the son of Lord Shiva and Shakti,
removes all obstacles by his grace, hence He is
known as VighnarAja (who lords over the
obstacles).

praNamya shirasA devam gaurI putram
vinAyakam |
bhaktA vAsam smaren nityam Ayuh
kAmArtha siddhaye ||1 ||
By bowing with the head we offer obeisance before
the son of Gauri, VinAyaka, whose abode is with
the devotees, and who remember Him always for
long life, success and fulfillment of desires.
Lord is never born and eternal. However in the
existence of duality, it is our nature to associate a
nAma-rUpa to everyone including Gods. Divinity
takes manifold forms to appease the dual nature and
which again helps to transcend itself. The great
Rishis devised these methods of worship so that the
ordinary mind will seek the “source” of the
fulfillment of desires and not to be satisfied with the
fulfillment of desires only.
As long as the body lives, the mind should be fixed
on Divinity. “Body and mind” should be used as a
boat to cross the ocean of samsAra by using those in
right direction. A fragrant short life dedicated
unselfishly at the Lotus Feet of the Lord and the
service of the being is far better than living a long
life of libertine and excessive sense enjoyment.

Ò]MÞmÞ aÊmÞ akÊ]Ëe, LÐqÞ, LÐcÐlÐ, LÐ_`Êe Ð
`ÐBmÞ _ÐkÞÜ OËeÞ OËeÞ, ÒcÐ cÐ[óbËcÞe cÐ^ÊeÑ ÐÐ - $LÞeÒcÐk_
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prathamam vakratuNDam
cha eka dantaM
dvitIyakam |
tR^itIyam
kR^ishhNa
pi.ngAkshham
gajavaktram chaturthakam || 2 ||

Hence here the image of Lord GaNesha trunk is
shown prominently to signify the importance of
breath and its regulation. By proper technique when
it is done, one gets wealth, prosperity and liberation.

First is the name VakratunDa, One with a curved
trunk, second ekadanta, the single-tusked One, third
Krishnapingaksha, the black and reddish-browneyed One, fourth gajavaktra, the God with the face
of an elephant.

The name “ekadanta” is from the incarnation to
subdue sambartAsura. It is said that once a
rAkshasha named sambartAsura tried to swallow
Lord GaNesha. Lord GaNesha came out of the
stomach of the demon by breaking his one tooth and
tearing apart the stomach by it. What it means is
that one can come out of the “stomach” of
ignorance (as we are already in it as “mAyA” has
swallowed us) by taking the weapon of good (two
tusks; i.e. good and bad). When one becomes
“ekadanta” or remains only in one pointed direction
towards the Lord, then the liberation from the
bondages of all kinds cannot wait.

Trunk is the long nose. Long nose indicates long
breath. When the breath is regulated consciously
(prANAyAma), it rejuvenates body and mind and
opens new vistas of life hitherto unknown. It is said
in Yogic scriptures that:
AyurvAyuh balam vAyu, vAyudhAtA sharIriNa
VAyu sarbamidam bishwam vAyu pratyakhshya
devatA.
It means that “breath” gives span of life, energy and
it sustains the “body”; the whole universe is
“breath” and “breath” is verily living God.
In Upanishad it is said that:
Namo BrahmaNae ! namastae vAyuh! Twameba
pratykhsham brahmAsi !…
vAyuh or breath is the manifestation of Brahman.

gaNas to get the head of a being who is sleeping
with the head faced northwards. The head of a baby
elephant was brought and Lord shIva attached the
head to the torso and gave life. Lord ShIva also
appointed Lord Ganesha as the head of his Ganas or
followers.

Lord always fights against the evil and obstacles
with all the might. That is represented by the color
“Krishna pingAksha” or the reddish brown eye
color.
Gajavaktra means elephant faced. The story in the
Shiva purANa goes that Mother PArvatI before
taking bath created a boy from the dirt of Her own
body and asked him to guard her doors. In the mean
time Lord Shiva arrived. But the boy won’t let Him
go in without the permission of his mother. Lord
Shiva got enraged and cut off the boy’s head. When
Mother pArvatI saw all this she was very unhappy.
At this Lord shIva ordered His
Here dirt means earth or “kshiti” tattwa. It has got
all other elements namely water, fire, air and space
in it. It indicates that Mother or the Prakriti creates
the universe by all the five elements. But “kshiti” is
the beginning. Hence Lord GaNesha is always
invoked at the beginning of any worship.

$fbÐÒe @a_[ d\Ð [eÊNÊZ, SfbÐÒe @a_[ _Ñe] Òdj_ Ð
_Ð_Ð NÊÒZ ÒjkÞ`eÞ _cõ jÐ^ÊSÒ_, IhédàÔÒe c^Ô Naà _ ak«Þ cÒ_ Ð -c^ÊjË]_
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The spiritual quest in us like PArvatI builds up ego
after little progress, in the form of doll and puts up
in the entrance. But Self Realization i.e. Lord Shiva
cannot get in when the ego is present. Hence ego
has to be destroyed which was indicated by the
chopping of head of the boy by Shiva. The boy’s
head was replaced by that of an elephant. Once self
realization is uncovered within one the person is
calm (small eyes) , receptive (large ears) as
indicated by the head of the elephant. The trunk of
the elephant shows how the Yogis live on small
number of long breaths instead of frequent small
breaths. That ensures long and healthy life.

By the blessings of Lord Ganesha whoever chants
these twelve names during the three sandhyAs
(morning twilight, noon, evening twilight), will not
experience any fear of obstacles, and will achieve
all successes.

The next verse is:

(jNAna) and the rat indicates the patience and
perseverance (remember how rat can bite through
any thing with repeated gnawing) and bhakti
(devotion). When one practices “prANa karma”, he
attains “jnAna” or knowledge to discriminate “real”
from “unreal” and that culminates in “bhakti” or
devotion by patience which paves the path for mukti
or Self realization.

lambodaram panchamam cha sassTham
vikaTameva cha |
saptamam vighnarAjam cha dhUmra varNam
tathAssTamam || 3 ||
Fifth name is lambodara, the God with a large belly,
sixth is vikaTa, the gigantic One, seventh is
vighnarAja, the Lord (and destroyer) of obstacles,
dhumravarNa, the smoky-colored
navamam bhAlachandram cha dashamam tu
vinAyakam |
ekAdasham GaNapatim dvAdasham tu
gajAnanam || 4 ||
Ninth name is bhAlachandra, One whose forehead
is adorned by the moon, tenth, vinAyaka, the great
leader (“va” means air, wind, “nAyaka” means
leader; hence, “vinAyaka” means Lord of prANa or
Yogeshwara), eleventh, GaNapati, the lord of
gaNas, and twelfth gajAnana, the elephant-faced
One.
dvAdashaitAni nAmAni
tri
sandhyAm yah
paThennarah |
na cha vighna bhayam tasya sarva siddhikaram
prabho || 5 ||

Here the deity has the face of an elephant, a body
with a large belly and the rat as his vehicle. And we
worship with all our devotions. The meaning behind
the elephant face is that of calmness in all activities
(karma) with the regulation of prANa (long nose
indicates that), the large belly indicates that the
body which is filled with knowledge

Lord KArtikeya or Skanda was another son of Lord
Shiva and Mother pArvatI. Once they wanted to test
both their sons. The contest was that the one who
can come back to Kailash after going around the
universe seven times, he will be the winner. The
vehicle of Lord KArtikeya is peacock. So he
immediately left. But Lord GaNesha calmly went
around his parents seven times and sat at the Feet of
Them. After a long time Lord kArtikeya came
back. Then it was the time to decide who is the
winner. Lord shIva asked Lord gaNesha to explain
his activities. Lord gaNesha said that Lord shIva
and Mother pArvatI is the center of universe. So
when he went around them seven times, it is
equivalent to going around the universe seven
times. Lord ShIva declared that Lord gaNesha is the
winner. Lord ShIva also bestowed the boon that
Lord GaNesha will be worshipped at the beginning.

`Ð]` cªÒL d\Ð ÒeßÐ]õ[Ð` jkÞ, RÐ¯Ð]ÐÒ_ `\ÞLe j«Ð` keB Ð
jéjÊM LÐc_Ð Ò[SÞ akÊ ÒLìh jkÞ, jÐ^ÊS_ [\Ð ÒmÐL-LmÔÐZ jÐ^B Ð -c^ÊjË]_
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In the Yoga shAstra it is said that the whole
universe comprises of seven centers. They are
mUlAdhAra, swAdhisThAna, maNipura, anAhata,
bishuddha, AjnA and sahasrasAra. The whole
creation is shIva-shakti. Hence with shIva-shakti at
the sahsrasAra a Yogi goes around the universe by
prANa karma. All the universe is within. And its
equivalent power also can be manifested by
practice. YogI in Lord Ganesha proved that beyond
any doubt.
Hence it is very important to understand the
meaning of the rituals, “mantram” or the verses so
that one can practice those in right perspective to
get the intended result.

Asato mA sad-Gamaya
(O Lord! lead me from “changing” to
“unchanging”)
tamaso mA jyotir-Gamaya
(O Lord! lead me from darkness of ignorance to
light of knowledge)
mrutyor-mA amrutam Gamaya
(O Lord! lead me from death to immortality)
Om shantih ! Om shantih ! Om shantih !
Peace ! Peace ! Peace !
Humble regards
-Manoj Panda

hÐj_ J Dre]Ð¯Þ[é
hÊÒbtÊ XÐ=ç
AmÞà=V_ç, ÒVµÐjç, dÊ¦eÐ½Í AÒceÞLÐ

ÒLßÐZjÞ aÔ¦Þe A\ÞàL, jÐcÐSÞL aÐ Ò_ß[ÞL aÞLÐh
`ÐBÜ jaÊWÐeÊ NÊeÊ[é`ËÀà [ré LZ? [ÐkÐ ÒkDRÞ
_ÞS LÐdàÔe ]Ð¯Þ[é Ò_aÐ Ð ÒLaf ]Ð¯Þ[ée yÞ[Þ
aÐ @_Ê`yÞ[Þ _ÞÀà¯ LeÞ Ò]B `ÐeÞa ÒLßÐZjÞ
LÐdàÔe cÐ_ Ð ÒLßÐZjÞ ÒMfÒe ]fe `Í]hà_
]fe `Í[Þ j]jÔe ]Ð¯Þ[ésÐ_ D`Òe _Þbàe
LÒe Ð ÒLßÐZjÞ @_ÊºÐ_e j$f[Ð [Ðe `Í[ÞVÞ
jbÔe ]Ð¯Þ[ée cÐ_ D`Òe _Þbàe LÒe Ð
]Ð¯Þ[ée D`yÞ[ÞÒe `eÞhÍc, LÐdÔàLÊhf[Ð jé[Ó
AÒj HaÕ ]Ð¯Þ[ée @bÐaÒe ÒLßÐZjÞ LÐdÔà
j$f kÊH _ÐkÞÜ Ð
ÒNÐVÞH LÑÍXÐ]f aÐ aÔÐajÐ¯ÞL/jÐcÐSÞL
@_ÊºÐ_ `eÞ ÒNÐVÞH Ò]h aÐ eÐSÔe aÞLÐhÒe

`Í[ÞVÞ _ÐNeÑLe ]Ð¯Þ[é NÊeÊ[é`ËÀà Ð ASÞ Ac
JXÞhÐÒe aÞLÐhe @bÐae cÊMÔ LÐeZcÐ_*
c^ÔÒe _ÐNeÑLcÐ_* ]Ð¯Þ[ékÑ_[Ðe yÐ_
ÒLDÜWÞ ? ÒcÐ c[Òe jaÊWÐeÊ D`Òe Ð HL
NZ[§Òe _ÐNeÑLcÐ_* ]Ð¯Þ[é-- D`dÊ¦
`Í[Þ_Þ^Þ aÐRÞaÐ Ð HkÞ ÒmÐL`Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐÒ_ ÒkDR«Þ
eÐSÔe aÞLÐhe aÐkL , Ac eÐSÔeË`L e\e
jÐe\Ñ Ð ÒNÐVÞH `eÞaÐee aÞLÐhÒe Òd`eÞ
`Þ[ÐcÐ[Ð*e bËcÞLÐ, eÐSÔe aÞLÐhÒe
eÐSÔjeLÐe* bËcÞLÐ ekÞ\ÐH Ð LràaÔ D`dÊ¦,
ÒdÐNÔ J jlc aÔ¦ÞcÐ_*Ê aÐRÞaÐ , AÒc LZ
[ÐkÐ WÞLçÒe _ÞaÐàk LeÞRÊ ? jÐe\Ñ WÞLç _ \ÞÒm
e\ LÞ`eÞ WÞLçÒe QÐmÞa ?

cÐ[óbËcÞ cÐ[óbÐiÐÒe cc[Ð, dÐ kóÒ] S_cÞ _ÐkÞÜ Ð
[ÐLÊ ÒdÒa sÐ_ÑNZÒe NZÞaÐ, @sÐ_ ekÞÒa LÐkÞÜ ÐÐ - N=Ð^e
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jeLÐe _ÞS LràaÔ `Í[Þ jÒQ[_ _ ÒkÒm
eÐSÔe aÞLÐh @jc÷a Ð ASÞ Ac eÐSÔ jeLÐe
H`eÞ aÔ¦ÞcÐ_*Ê Ò_B NWÞ[, ÒdDÜcÐ_*e _Ð
ÒdÐNÔ[Ð @RÞ _Ð BoÐ @RÞ eÐSÔe aÞLÐhÒe Ð
HkÞ ÒmÐLcÐÒ_ jeLÐe NYÞÒm LÐeZ AÒc
[Ð*Ê aÐRÞRÊ Ð [ ]Ð¯Ñ LÞH ? Ac `earàÑ `Íhð
Òka ÒdÐNÔ `Í[Þ_Þ^Þ cÞfÞÒa ÒLDÜWÊ ? HkÞ
`Í[Þ_Þ^Þ cÞfÞÒa Ac c^ÔeÊ Ð HkÐ _ÊÒkÜLÞ
aràcÐ_ jeLÐeÒe ÒdÐNÔ aÔ¦Þ_ÐkÐ«ÞÐ aràcÐ_
c^Ô jeLÐeÒe H`eÞ aÔ¦ÞcÐÒ_ @R«Þ
ÒdDÜcÐÒ_ eÐSÔe aÞLÐh QÐkÊÜR«Þ Ð LÞ«Ê [Ð*
jÕMÔÐ akÊ[ Lc J [Ð*Ê D`dÊ¦ `eÞÒah cÞfÊ
_ÐkÞÜ LÐdÔà LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ Ð aràcÐ_e jeLÐeÑ
`eÞÒah cÊMÔ[Ó H`eÞ ÒmÐLcÐ_* ]éÐeÐ
`ÍbÐaÞ[ ÒdDÜcÐ_*e ÒdÐNÔ[Ð _ÐkÞÜ, Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ
ÒjcÐÒ_ _ÞÒS ÒLßÐZjÞ LÐdÔà Le«Þ _ÐkÞÜ LÞ
@_ÔcÐ_*Ê LeÐB ]Þ@«Þ _ÐkÞÜ Ð ÒdÐNÔ[Ðe @bÐa
ÒkDRÞ jaÊWÐeÊ aX jcjÔÐ Ð aràcÐ_
eÐS_Ñ[ÞÒe @Õh NÍkZ LeÊ\ÞaÐ @^ÞLÐÕh
aÔ¦ÞcÐ_* cÊMÔ DÒ~hÔ @\à D`ÐSà_ LeÞaÐ Ð
@\à D`ÐSà_ LeÞaÐÒe LÞRÞ bËm _ÐkÞÜ, bËm
ÒkDRÞ ÒjkÞ @\à ÒjcÐÒ_ eÐSÔ eÐSÒLÐheÊ
_Þ@«Þ dÐkÐ `ÍLó[Òe eÐSÔe aÞLÐhÒe Mnà
ÒkaÐ L\Ð Ð Ac hÐj_ aÔayÐ `eÞaràÑ[
ÒkÐBRÞ HL @\à AcújÐ[ LeÞaÐe d§Òe Ð
jcjÔÐ AkÊeÞ Nc÷Ñe ÒkDRÞ, LÐeZ HkÞ aÔ¦Þ
ÒdDÜcÐÒ_ jeLÐeÒe \ÐB Ac bm ct `ÐBÜ

_ÞÀà¯ Ò_DR«Þ, ÒjcÐ_*Ê ÒLkÞ `Íhð LeÞ`ÐeÊ
_ÐkÐ«Þ Ð ( ÒLkÞ LkÞ `Ðe«Þ Ac jcéÐ]`[ÍcÐÒ_
HkÞ LÐc LeÞ`ÐeÞÒa Ð LÞ«Ê JXÞhÐe
jcéÐ]`[ÍcÐÒ_ _ÞS LràaÔ ÒLÒ[ ]Ð¯Þ[ée jk
LeÊR«Þ ? ) ÒdÒa [Ð*Ê LÐkÐLÊ Dre Ò]aÐe
AahÔL[Ð `XÊ_ÐkÞÜ, Ò[Òa ÒjcÐÒ_ _ÞS LÐdÔà
]Ð¯Þ[ée jk LeÞÒa ÒaÐmÞ LZ aÞhéÐj ?
HkÞ jaÊ dÊ¦ÞLÊ A^Ðe LeÞ LÊkÐdÐB `ÐÒe
LÞAc eÐSÔ aÞLÐh _ LeÞaÐe cÊMÔ LÐeZ
ÒkDRÞ `qÐ¯[WÐeÊ Aec÷LeÞ ÒmÐLjbÐ `dÔà«
AÒc aÐRÞ\ÞaÐ `Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐ_* ÒdÐNÔ[Ðe @bÐa
J ]Ð¯Þ[ée @bÐa Ð H`eÞ HL aÔayÐ AahÔL
ÒdDÜ\ÞÒe ÒdÐNÔ[Ð J ]Ð¯Þ[é Òka ÒLtÍaÞtÊ Ð
ÒjkÞ `eÞ HL _ÞaàÐQ_ J hÐj_ aÔayÐ aràcÐ_
jÐcÞé^Ð_ÞL `w[Þ D`Òe A^Ðe LeÞ `ÍªÐa LeÐ
dÐBRÞ Ð
ÒdÒk[Ê _ÐNeÞLcÐÒ_ ÒdÐNÔ aÔ¦ÞcÐ_*Ê
aÐRÞÒa, HkÐ AahÔL LÞ _ÞaÐàQ_Òe WÞA
ÒkD\ÞaÐ `ÍÐ\àÑcÐÒ_ ÒdÐNÔ Ð H`eÞ aÔayÐ
]eLÐe ÒdDÜ\ÞÒe HkÐ _Þ¾Þ[ LeÞ Òka LÞ
jaWÐeÊ ÒdÐNÔ aÔ¦Þ _ÞaÐàQÞ[ Òka Ð ÒdÒLßÐZjÞ
_ÞaÐàQ_Òe WÞA ÒkD\ÞaÐ `ÍÐ\ÑàcÐÒ_ `ÍÐ\Ñà`[Í
]ÐMm LeÞaÐ jc¯Òe (1)HL ÒdÐNÔ[Ð `[Í J
(2) HL DÒ~hÔ `[Í c^Ô ScÐ LeÞÒa Ð

[fÊ D`eLÊ DWÞ\ÞaÐ ÒmÐL SÐZÞ\ÐH [f L\Ð
DnÐjÒ_ \ÐB d[ð LeÞ\ÐH keÞaÐLÊ [f aÔ\Ð Ð - N=Ð^e
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ÒdÐNÔ[Ð `[Í _ÞÀà¯ LeÞa, `ÐÍ\ÑàVÞ _ÞaÐàQ_
mYÞaÐ `ÐBÜ ÒdÐNÔ LÞ _ÊÒkÜ Ð HkÞ ÒdÐNÔ[Ð
_ÞaàÐQ_ LcÞh_ç yÞe LeÞ\ÞaÐ ÒdÐNÔ[Ð RXÐ,
_ÞaÐàQ_ c¨fÑe _ÐNeÑLcÐÒ_ _ÞÀà¯ LeÞ\ÞaÐ
HL ÒdÐNÔ[Ð [ÐmÞLÐ D`Òe A^ÐeÞ[ Òka Ð
H\Þ `ÐBÜ `Í[Þ _ÞaÐàQ_ c¨fÑÒe HL jcÞ[Þ NW_
LeÐdÞa Ð HkÞ jcÞ[ÞÒe jcÐSe aÞbÞ_ð aNàe
aÔ¦ÞcÐÒ_ ekÞÒa ,dÐkÐ]éÐeÐ HkÐ jaÊ _ÐNeÑL
cÐ_* `Í[Þ_Þ^Þ[é LeÞa Ð yÐ_Ñ¯ hÐj_[§ HkÞ
jcÞ[Þ cÒ_Ð_Ñ[ LeÞa Ð HkÞ jcÞ[Þ yÐ_Ñ¯
AahÔL[Ð @_ÊjÐÒe `ÍÐ\ÑàcÐ_* ÒdÐNÔ[Ð jËQÑ
yÐ_Ñ¯ hÐj_[§LÊ `ÍªÐa LeÞa Ð hÐj_[§ HkÞ
jËQÑ D`Òe aÞQÐe LeÞ J AahÔL `eÞarà_
LeÞ jcÞ[Þ `ÐMLÊ @_ÊÒcÐ]_ `ÐBÜ `WÐBa Ð
jcÞ[Þ @_ÊÒcÐ]_ LmÐ `Òe, HkÞ jËQÑ @_ÊdÐ¯Ñ
`ÍÐ\ÑàcÐ_* ÒdÐNÔ[Ð _ÞeÊ`Z LeÐdÞa Ð AkÊeÞ
`Í[Þaià jcÞ[ÞLÊ _ËA j]jÔ cÒ_Ð_Ñ[ ÒkÒa Ð
HkÐRXÐ jcÞ[Þ HkÐ c^Ô ^ÔÐ_ Ò]a Òd
_ÞaÐàQ_ ]fbÞrÞL _ÒkÐB `ÍÐ\ÑàbÞrÞL Òka Ð
eÐSÒ_ß[ÞL ]f \ÐB`Ðe«Þ LÞ«Ê eÐSÔe hÐj_
]f_ÞaÞàÒhiÒe Òka Ð HkÐ ]éÐeÐ ]f_ÞaÞàÒhiÒe
ÒdÐNÔ `ÍÐ\ÑàcÐÒ_ _ÞaÐàQÞ[ ÒkÐB`ÐeÞÒa Ð
DÒ~hÔ `[ÍÒe `ÍÐ\Ñà _ÞS _ÞaàÐQ_
mYÞaÐe DÒ~hÔ aÀà_Ð LeÞa, @\Ðà[ç _ÞaÐàQÞ[
ÒkÒm Òj ÒdDÜ LÐdÔàNÊXÞLÊ jÕ`_ð LeÞa [ÐkÐe
HL [ÐmÞLÐ Ò]a Ð HkÞ ]ÊBVÞ `[Í mÞ`Þaw Òka,

HaÕ `ÍcÐZ`[Í eË`Òe ekÞa Ð HkÐ RXÐ _ÞaÐàQ_
ANeÊ HL jÐ^ÐeZ jbÐÒe jaÊ `ÍÐ\Ñà
S_jÐ^ÐeZ* `ÍhðNÊXÞLe Dre Ò]Òa Ð HWÐÒe
c^Ô ÒjcÐÒ_ Ò]D\ÞaÐ jcª `Í[ÞhÍÊ[Þ mÞ`Þaw
Òka Ð ÒjcÐÒ_ HkÞ jbÐÒe _ÞS DÒ~hÔ `[ÍÒe
\ÞaÐ aÞbÞ_ð ÒdÐS_ÐNÊXÞLÊ aÞªÐeÒe LkÞÒa Ð HkÞ
`ÍLÐeÒe jÐ^ÐeZ _ÐNeÑLcÐÒ_ `ÍÐ\ÑàcÐ_*Ê
SÐZÞaÐ `ÐBÜ jÊÒdÐN `ÐBÒa J `ÍÐ\Ñà cÐÒ_ c^Ô
AD cÞ\ÔÐ `Í[ÞhÍÊ[Þ Ò]B `ÐeÞÒa _ÐkÞÜ Ð HkÞ
aÔayÐ `qÐ¯[ _ÞaÐàQ_WÐeÊ Aec÷LeÞ
ÒmÐLjbÐ _ÞaàÐQ_ `dÔà« aÔakÐe LeÐ
dÐB`ÐeÞa Ð
_ÐNeÞLcÐÒ_ `õ[Þ_Þ^úcÐ_*Ê aÐRÞmÐ `Òe,
HkÞ `Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐ_* LÐdÔà ÒkmÐ, [Ð* `Í[ÞhÍÊ[ÞNÊXÞLÊ
`ËÀà LeÞaÐ Ð H\Þ`ÐBÜ AahÔL Òka @\à Ð HkÞ
`Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐÒ_ Òd`eÞ eÐSÒLÐhe @\àe
]ÊeÊÒ`ÐÒdÐN _ Le«Ê Òj\Þ `ÐBÜ [Ð*Ê @\à
ÒLaf FZ ALÐeÒe D`m• Òka Ð `Í[Þ_Þ^Þ
cÐ_* ]Ð¯Þ[é Òka d\Ð jc¯Òe HkÞ @\à
Ò$eÐBaÐ Ð HkÐ ]éÐeÐ eÐSÔ eÐSÒLÐheÊ @\àe
ÒakÞjÐa Mnà ÒeÐLÐdÐB`ÐeÞa HaÕ A\ÑàL
bÐÒa jé-jÕ`ËÀà ÒdÐS_Ð LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ ÒjcÐÒ_
ÒahÑ @NÍje ÒkÒa Ð eÐS ÒLÐheÊ Òd`eÞ @\à
_ LÒc [ÐkÐ c^Ô HkÞ aÔayÐ]éÐeÐ jÊ_Þ¾Þ[ LeÞ
Òka Ð

cÐ_a SÑa_, _ÊkB Òlaf, aià cÐj ]Þ_ ]¨
LÒcà SÐHÜ _e, Lcà HLÐ [Ðe, SÑa_e cÐ_]¨ Ð - ÒNÐ`auÊ
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ÒmÐL`Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐ_* LÐdÔà Òka FZ ALÐeÒe
Ò_B\ÞaÐ @\àe jÊaÞ_ÞÒdÐN Ð LÐdÔà AhÐ_ÊdÐ¯Ñ
ÒkDRÞ LÞ _ÐkÞÜ SÐZÞaÐ `ÐBÜ `Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐ_* ]Ð¯Þ[é
Òka _ÞwÞà½ jc¯Òe HL `ÍN[Þ `[Í
S_jÐ^ÐeZ* j®ÊMÒe D`yÐ`_Ð LeÞaÐ Ð HkÞ
`ÍN[Þ `[Í J @_Ô [\Ô A^ÐeÒe _ÞÀà¯
LeÐÒka LÞ ÒjcÐÒ_ _ÞS LÐdÔà WÞLçÒe LeÊR«Þ
LÞ _ÐkÞÜ Ð LÐdÔà WÞLçÒe ÒkD_\ÞÒm `Í[Þ_Þ^Þ*Ê `Íhð
LeÐ dÞa J D`dÊ¦ Dre @bÐaÒe LÞRÞ
ÒSÐeÞcÐ_Ð aÐ `]aÑeÊ akÞ²Ðe c^Ô
LeÐdÐB`ÐÒe Ð ÒjkÞ`eÞ LÐdÔà DrceËÒ`
LeÊ\ÞÒm jcéwà_Ð jk ÒdÐS_ÐeÊ ÒkD\ÞaÐ A\ÞàL
mÐbe LÞRÞ @Õh c^Ô ]ÞAdÞaÐ L\Ð Ð LÐdÔàe
jÕ`_ð[ÐÒe _ÞSe aÔ¦ÞN[ mÐb `Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐ_*Ê
@^ÞL DjúÐkÞ[ ÒkÒa Ð
eÐSÔe aÞLÐh `BÜ HL h¦ÞhÐfÑ
c«ÍÑc¨f AahÔL Ð H`eÞ HL c«ÍÑc¨f dÐkÐ
JXÞhÐLÊ jaÊ ÒaÒf aÞLÐh `\Òe aÒYB Ò_a Ð
Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ ]f_ÞaÞàÒhiÒe ÒdÐNÔ J jlc
c«ÍÑcÐ_* Q¯_ AahÔL Ð c«ÍÑ aÐRÞaÐ ÒaÒf
HkÐ AahÔL _ÊÒkÜ LÞ Òj ÒLDÜ ]fe aeÕ
[Ð*e ÒdÐNÔ[Ð, LÐdÔàLÊhf[Ð J LÐdÔà LeÞaÐ
`ÐBÜ BoÐ @^ÞL AahÔL Òka Ð c«ÍÑc¨f
NW_ jc¯Òe aÞbÞ_ð c«ÍÑ`] `ÐBÜ _ÞaÐàQ_
Òka Ð BoÊL `ÍÐ\ÞàcÐÒ_ ÒjcÐÒ_ BoÐ LeÊ\ÞaÐ
c«ÍÑ`] `ÐBÜ `ÍÐ\Þà`[Í, ÒdÐNÔ[Ð `[Í J DÒ~hÔ
`[Í Ò]Òa Ð jÐ^ÐeZ _ÞaÐàQ_Òe Òd`eÞ
`ÐÍ\ÑàcÐÒ_ jaàjÐ^ÐeZ jbÐÒe _ÞS `ÍÐ\Þà[é

j`lÒe dÊ¦Þ ]Þ@«Þ, Òj`eÞ aÞbÞ_ð c«ÍÑ`] `ÐBÜ
`ÍÐ\ÑàcÐÒ_ jaÊ _ÞaàÐQÞ[ `Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐ_* ANÒe
dÊ¦Þ Ò]Òa Ð c«ÍÑc¨f e `ÍÐ\Ñà cÐ_* jaÊ
`Í[ÞhÍÊ[Þ jaàjÐ^ÐeZ* ANÒe c^Ô yÐ`_
LeÐdÞa Ð ÒdÒk[Ê ÒmÐL`Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐÒ_ _ÞS jaÊ
_ÞÀà¯ `ÐBÜ _ÞS _ÞaÐàQ_ c¨fÑe _ÐNeÑLcÐ_*
`ÐMÒe ]Ð¯Ñ, Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ c«ÍÑc¨f j]jÔ
_ÞaÐàQ_Òe ÒjcÐÒ_ LÐkÐ j`lÒe _ÞÀàÔ Ò_Òm
[ÐkÐe d\Ð\à[Ð c^Ô Ò]Òa Ð eÐSÔeÊ
eÐSÔjbÐ`ÐBÜ jbÔ _ÞaÐàQ_ ÒaÒf c^Ô HkÞ
aÔayÐ NÍkZ LeÐdÐB `ÐeÞa Ð
AD HL AahÔL[Ð ÒkDRÞ eÐSÔÒe
Ò_[ó[ée aÞLÐh Ð eÐSÔe Ò_[ó[é Ò_aÐ `ÐBÜ dÊa
`ÞYÞLÊ DjúÐkÞ[ LeÐdÞaÐ AahÔL Ð Òj\Þ`ÐBÜ
cÊMÔc«ÍÑ 2eÊ @^ÞL \e `]aÑ NÍkZ LeÞ`ÐeÞaÐ
L\Ð _ÊÒkÜ Ð HkÐ]éÐeÐ _Ë[_ aÔ¦Þ*Ê eÐSÔe
Ò_[ó[é Ò_aÐ `ÐBÜ jÊÒdÐN cÞfÞa Ð cÊMÔc«ÍÑ*
_ÞaÐàQ_ c^Ô jÐ^ÐeZ c«ÍÑcÐ_* `eÞ Òka Ð
cÊMÔc«ÍÑ J aÐLÞ c«ÍÑcÐÒ_ c^Ô _ÞS LÐdàÔ
`ÐBÜ ]Ð¯Ñ ÒkÒa Ð [Ð*Ê c^Ô
_Þ¯cÞ[
@«eÐfÒe _ÞS LÐdÔàNÊXÞLe aÞaeZÑ Ò]aÐLÊ
`XÞa Ð LÐdÔàÒe @aÒkfÐ `Í]hà_ LÒm [Ð*Ê
c^Ô D`dÊ¦ `eÞZÐc ÒbÐNÞaÐLÊ `XÞa Ð
jaÊ c«ÍÑ J ÒmÐL`Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐÒ_ _ÞS
LÐdÔàjÊQÐeÊ eË`Òe LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ aÞbÞ_ð aÞbÐNÒe
\ÞaÐ jQÞa, SÞmâÐ`ÐfcÐ_ [\Ð @_ÔÐ_Ô hÐj_

bÊS= _ÞÒcÐàL, Ò[SÞmÐ `eÐÒ¯ LÒe Òd ÒLÍÐ^ aSà_
SÞÒ[tÞÍ¯ ÒaÐmÞ, ÒjkÞ ckÐSÒ_ `ËS«Þ SN[S_ Ð - _tLÞÒhÐe
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`]aÑÒe \ÞaÐ @^ÞLÐeÑcÐ_* jkÒdÐN
AahÔL Ð HkÞ @^ÞLÐeÑ cÐÒ_ Òd`eÞ
AahÔLÐ_ÊdÐ¯Ñ jkÒdÐN Le«Þ J ÒmÐL
`Í[Þ_Þ^ÞcÐ_* ÒdÐS_ÐNÊXÞLÊ `ËÀà Le«Þ Òj\Þ `ÐBÜ
c^Ô aÔayÐ AahÔL Ð H`eÞ aÔayÐ ÒdDÜ\ÞÒe
HkÞ @^ÞLÐeÑcÐÒ_ c^Ô _ÞS LÐdÔà ]Ð¯Þ[ée jk
LeÞaÐ `ÐBÜ aÐ^Ô ÒkÒa Ð
HkÞ `ÍLÐe hÐj_ `w[Þ HL `ÍLÐe _Þ¾Þ[
LeÞ`ÐeÞa LÞ ÒmÐL`Í[Þ_Þ^Þ cÐÒ_ _ÞS ]Ð¯Þ[é `Í[Þ
jÒQ[_ ekÞ LÐdÔà LeÞÒa Ð `ÊeÐ aÔayÐ
A^ÐeÞ[ `eÞZÐc D`Òe Ð bm `eZÐc Ò]MÐB
`ÐeÞÒm `Ê_aÐàe _ÞaÐàQÞ[ ÒkaÐ @aje cÞfÞaÐ
jk A\ÞàL mÐb cÞfÞaÐe jc÷Ða_Ð c^Ô @RÞ Ð
ÒjkÞ`eÞ c«ÍÑc¨fÒe ÒdÐNÔ J jlc aÔ¦Þ
cÐÒ_ AjÞÒm HaÕ ]óY J jc\à cÊMÔc«ÍÑ*
Ò_[ó[éÒe eÐSÔe aÞLÐh ]ó[ N[ÞÒe ÒkÐB`ÐeÞa
Ð HkÞ aÔayÐ]éÐeÐ Ò_[ó[ée aÞLÐh c^Ô `ÍÐ©
LeÐdÐB `ÐeÞa Ð jaÊ @\à FZ ALÐeÒe
]ÞAdÞaÐ ]éÐeÐ eÐSÔ eÐSÒLÐheÊ @\à ÒLÒa kÍÐj
Òka _ÐkÞÜ Ð HkÞ aÔayÐ ]éÐeÐ jcÒª LÐdÔà
LeÞaÐ J D`dÊ¦ `eÞZÐc Ò]MÐBaÐ `ÐBÜ aw Ð
Òj\Þ `ÐBÜ eÐSÔe aÞLÐh c^Ô _Þ¾Þ[ Òka Ð
-- Shuvendu Dang <shuvendu_dang@yahoo.com>,
Arlington, TX, USA.

JÜ _ÒcÐbNaÒ[ aÐjÊÒ]aÐ¯
JÜ _Ðc S` cÐ[õ, LÐ¯Ð SÑÀàhÑÀà Ð
LÐf_Þ]õÐ`õ`ÑXÞ[ XÐÒL S_Ð~à_ ÐÐ1ÐÐ
_ `ÐH N[Þ A_, `ÐÒ` XÊaÞRÞ c_ Ð
HLÐ [ heZ [ÊÒc, ÒcÐ' c^ÊjÊ]_ ÐÐ2ÐÐ
ÒcÐ' `Ê[õ]ÐeÐNóÒk ÒcÐkÞ[ Òd ÒcÐ'e c_ Ð
LÐc_Ð aÐj_Ð beÐ [Êo H' SÑa_ ÐÐ3ÐÐ
b¦ÞhË_Ô ]Ñ_]ÊÓMÑ AD ÒhÐLÐ[Êe Ð
@_Ð\ @_Ðhõ¯ cÊÜ Òd ÒMÐSB _ÞªÐe ÐÐ4ÐÐ
NbàaÐj cÐ[Ð`ÐÒh d§ZÐ @Òhi Ð
jkÞRÞ @Ò_L L½, AÒk `ÑraÐj ÐÐ5ÐÐ
akÊ\e L\Ð Ò]B jÕLÁÊ ÒkÐBRÞ QÊÔ[ Ð
[³_Ñ[ ÒlÐÒb cNð j]Ð ÒcÐe QÞÏr ÐÐ6ÐÐ
Ò[ZÊ A[ÊÒe XÐÒL [ÊcLÊ @eÞjË]_ Ð
]ÊÓMÐÀàa`ÐeÐaÐeÊ Le ÒcÐÒ[ `eÞ[õÐZ ÐÐ7ÐÐ
aÐecéÐe dÐB AjÞ jÕjÐeS&Ðf eÒ\ Ð
LìÐ« cÊÜ _ QÏÐ÷ÒkÜ AD dÞaÐLÊ Òj' `Ò\ ÐÐ8ÐÐ
jÊLó[ @SZÐ ÒcÐÒ[ _ QÞÏÒkð aÞÒaL Ð
S_ê S_êÐ«Òe ÒcÐe ]Ê²ó[ @Ò_L ÐÐ 9ÐÐ
Ò]keÊ aÞbÞ_ð Ò]k bõcÞRÞ @Ò_L \e Ð
S_êcó[ÊÔ QÏLõã ÒcÐÒ[ Dwe QLõ^e ÐÐ10ÐÐ
aÐLÔ Òd bÐiB ÒLÒ[ `õfÐÒ` @_Nàf Ð
SeÐceZh*Þ[ cÊÜ Òd @[Þ kÑ_af ÐÐ11ÐÐ
¯(d)[Ò_ `ÐfÞÒm ÒdÒ[ S__Ñ S_L Ð
SÒ_ê SÒ_ê b¦Þ [kÞÜ @QÏf ÒcÐ' eM ÐÐ 12ÐÐ
H' aÐeÐle c§ Lcà$f]Ð¯Ñ Ð
cÐ[ÐNÒbà hÊLÒ]a ]ÞÒ_ \úÒm NÐB ÐÐ
`õbÐÒ[ _ÞeÐkÐÒe aÐeÐle jêeÞ Ð
bL[ b¦ÞÒe mÒb ÒdÐÒNhée keÞ ÐÐ
--Biswa R. Patnaik ,Toronto, Canada.

LkÞaÐ ÒmÐL [ ck[ _ÊkB ck[ jkÞaÐ S_,
jkÞ»Ê[Ð kÑ_, aÐfL aÐfÞLÐ, kÊ@«Þ ÒLÍÐÒ^ @sÐ_ Ð - _tLÞÒhÐe
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d]Þ J cÊÜ Ò]MÞ`ÐÒe ÒcÐ `Í[Ñ¯cÐ_[Ð
cÊÜ @_ÊbaÞ `ÐÒe _ÐkÞÜ ÒcÐ _ÞS j[Ô[Ð
ÒcÐ @_Êba @s, @fÞL; cÊÜ j[Ô
cÊÜ kÞÜ LÐf, cÊÜ kÞÜ m¯ , cÊÜ @aÞ_hée Ð (5)

cÊÜ, LÐfÐ[Ñ[
@_Þm `ÐZÞNÍÐkÑ
jmVç ÒmLç jÞVÞ, ¯ËVÐÓ, dÊ¦eÐ½Í AÒceÞLÐ

cÊÜ Ò`ÍcÑ `eÞarà_e, Òj B kÞÜ ÒjßÐtdÔà
cÊÜ Ò`ÍcÑ ÒjßÐtdÔàe, Òd @`eÞarÞà[
cÊÜ Ò`ÍcÑ `eÞarà_e, cÊÜ @`eÞarÞà[
cÊÜ kÞÜ j[Ô, cÊÜ ÒjßÐtdÔà, cÊÜ @aÞ_hée Ð (6)

jaÊ LÞRÞ N[Þ LÒe jc¯ jÊ@Òe
jaÊ LÞRÞ @ayÞ[ jc¯ ÒLÐfÒe
jc¯e @ayÞ[Þ ÒcÐkeÞ bÞ[Òe
cÊÜ `ÊZÞ @ayÞ[ LÐfe NbàÒe
cÊÜ QÞe Qqf N[ÞhÑf
jc¯ ÒcÐ N[Þ`\, @QÞÏ«Ô @cÐ`
jc¯ ÒcÐ N[ÞhÑf ÒaÔÐc [Ð A^Ðe
cÊÜ kÞÜ LÐf, cÊÜkÞÜ ÒaÔÐc, @QÞÏ«Ô @cÐ` Ð (1)
cÊÜ QÞe @ayÞ[Þ jc¯ ÒLÐfÒe
jc¯e ayÞ[Þ `eÞarà_Òe
`eÞarà_ kÞÜ QÞe«_, Òj LÐf-A^ó[
Òj kÞÜ LÐf, Òj kÞÜ ÒaÔÐc, @QÞÏ«Ô @cÐ` Ð (2)
ÒcÐ yÞ[Þ LÐf-_ÞkÞ[, LÐfkÞÜ `Í[Ñ[
LÐfkÞÜ `eÞarà_, HZÊ Òj `Í[Ñ[
cÊÜ Ò]ÒM `eÞarà_, cÊÜ @`eÞaràÞ[
cÊÜ jóÒS `eÞarà_, cÊÜ @`eÞaràÞ[ Ð (3)
cÊÜ `Í[Ôl LÒe ÒcÐ `Í[Ñ¯cÐ_[Ð
ÒcÐ `Í[Ôl[Ð jóÒS ÒcÐ `Í[Ñ¯cÐ_[Ð
cÊÜ `Í[Ôl, cÊÜ j[Ô, ÒcÐ `Í[Ñ¯cÐ_[Ð @fÞL
cÊÜ `Í[Ôl, cÊÜ j[Ô, ÒcÐ @yÞ[Þ @fÞL Ð (4)

cÊÜ ÒMÒf RaÞ jk, cÊÜ _ÊÒkÜ RaÞf
`Í[ÑL ÒcÐ ÒMfjÐ\Ñ, cÊÜ _ÊÜÒkÜ `Í[ÑL
bÐa_Ð ÒcÐ ÒMfOe, cÊÜ _ÊÜÒkÜ bÐa_Ð
eÒQ cÊÜ HjaÊ ÒMf, cÊÜ _ÊÜÒkÜ eQ_Ð
cÊÜ jóÒS hv, @\à, cÊÜ jóÒS ÒcÐ QÞr
HjaÊ ÒcÐ LÍÑX_L, ÒcÐ @«_ÞàkÞ[HjaÊ ÒcÐ eË`Ð«e, cÊÜ J ÒcÐ _ÞSjé Ð (7)
cÊÜ DÒX aÞk= jÐÒ\, [\Ð`Þ cÊÜ yÞe
cÊÜ NÐH bÍce jÐÒ\, cÊÜ jÊe- _ÞÓh~
cÊÜ akcÐ_ _]Ñ, cÊÜ QÞe yaÞe
cÊÜ kÞÜ ÒcÐ `Í[ÔlÔ]hÑà, LÐdÔÐà[Ñ[ yÞe Ð (8)
`ÍLó[Þ- @«_ÞàkÞ[, `ÍLó[Þ- akÞbÊà[, cÊÜ kÞÜ Òd
`ÍLó[Þ
`ó\ÞaÑ- @«_ÞàkÞ[, `ó\ÞaÑ-akÞbÊà[,
cÊÜ kÞÜ Òd `ó\ÞaÑ
cÊÜ @«_ÞàkÞ[, cÊÜ akÞbÊà[, cÊÜ kÞÜ jaàyÞ[Þ
cÊÜ @«_ÞàkÞ[, cÊÜ akÞbÊà[, cÊÜ @_Ê`yÞ[Þ Ð (9)

j[ LkÞaÐLÊ LÞAÜ XeÞaÞ, j[ LkÞ `ÒR cÒm ceÞaÞ Ð
ÒcÐÒ[ H[ÞLÞ hÞMÐ@ jÐkÞÜÒk ! ÒcÐe ^_ S_ ÒmÐXÐ _ÐkÞÜ Òk Ð - eÐcLó» _t
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]Þ_ HLÑbË[ kÊH eÐ[ÞÍ jk, ]Þ_ jk eÐ[ÞÍ
aiàÐ cÞÒf _]Ñ jk, [Ð jk Sf^Þ
ÒcÐ NbàÒe HLÑbË[ ÒjßÐtdÔà- `ÍLó[Þ
HLÑbË[ ÒcÐ @«Òe H @cÐ` jó½Þ
ÒcÐ NbàeÊ cÊÜ kÞÜ jóÒS akÊaÞ^ ]ó½Þ
cÊÜ kÞÜ jÍ½Ð, cÊÜ jóS_Ð, cÊÜ kÞÜ [ jó½Þ ! (10)
cÊÜ ÒbÐÒN c^Êe[Ð, cÊÜ kÞÜ c^Êe[Ð
ÒbÐNÑ kÞÜ cÊÜ, ÒdZÊ ÒbÐÒN cÊÜ c^Êe[Ð
cÊÜ ÒbÐÒN ÒcÐ cÐ^ÊdÔà, cÊÜ kÞÜ D`bÊ¦
cÊÜ ÒbÐÒN ÒcÐ cÐ^ÊdÔà, cÊÜ kÞÜ D`ÒbÐN Ð (11)
Ò]ÒM cÊÜ ÒjßÐtdÔà, ÒdZÊ cÊÜ kÞÜ ÒjßÐtdÔà
Ò]ÒM cÊÜ ÒjßÐtdÔà, ÒdZÊ cÊÜ kÞÜ ]hà_
cÊÜ kÞÜ ]óhÔ, ÒdZÊ Ò]ÒM cÊÜ ÒcÐ ÒjßÐtdÔà
cÊÜ Ò]ÒM ÒcÐ ÒjßÐtdÔà, cÊÜ kÞÜ ]hàL
cÊÜ ]Í½Ð, cÊÜ ]hà_, cÊÜ kÞÜ ]hàL
cÊÜ ]Í½Ð, cÊÜ ]hà_, cÊÜ ]óhÔ jÊte
cÊÜ LràÐ, cÊÜ LÍÞ¯Ð, cÊÜ Ló[ @ce Ð (12)
SÐÒZ cÊÜ [ÊÒc @QÞÞ«Ô,
[\Ð`Þ [ÊcLÊ cÊÜ aÐuÞeÒM ÒcÐ c_Ó]hàÒ_
SÐÒZ cÊÜ [ÊÒc @auÔ,
[\Ð`Þ [ÊcLÊ cÊÜ aÐuÞeÒM ÒcÐ kó] LtÒe
SÐÒZ cÊÜ [ÊÒc @eË`,
[\Ð`Þ cÊÜ jóSÞQÐÒm `Í[ÞoaÞ [Êc
SÐÒZ [ÊÒc jaàaÔÐ`Þ,
[\Ð`Þ cÊÜ ÒMÐSÞaÊÒm `]QÞkð [Êc
SÐÒZ [ÊÒc hvÐ[Ñ[,

[\Ð`Þ ÒcÐ kóÒ] NÊ&eÞ[ `Í[Þ^é_Ñ [Êc
cÊÜ [Êc `Í[Þ^é_Ñ, `]QÞkð, `Í[ÞoaÞ J ]hà_
[ÊcWÊ @aÞoÞ_ð
cÊÜ
[Êc LÐf, [Êc ÒaÔÐc, [Êc yÞ[Þ jÊte c^Êe
cÊÜ kÞÜ [ÊÒc, [ÊÒc kÞÜ cÊÜ, j[Ô-hÞa-jÊte Ð
(13)
------- o -------

j*ÑÀà[Ð
QÞejêÞ[Ð _t, VÒeÐÒÃÐ

OÐÃÞ QLVÞ ]Þ@«Þ jÒ[ SÑa_VÐLÊ
j«ÊfÞ ]Þ@«Þ H' kó]¯LÊ
c_e ÒcqÐ ÒcqÐ AhÐ
AD
AMÞe cÊWÐ cÊWÐ jé`ð
HB jé`ð HB AhÐ ..............
ÒcqÐ ÒcqÐ AhÐÒe
SÑa_VÐ ¡rÞà
cÊWÐ cÊWÐ jé`ðÒe
c_VÐ $ËrÞà
HB jé`ð HB AhÐ .............
AhÐ AD jé`ðe ctÞe Ò[ÐfÞ
LeÐ kÊH aqúaÐe `õ¯Ðj
Òj' ctÞe bÐ=Þ NÒm
ÒkÐBdÐDÜ HLÐ\Òe _ÞeÐh
LeÞ ajÊÜ cÊ¦Þe `õ¯Ðj
------- o -------

j[ÔÒe ceÞaÞ j[ÔÒe [eÞaÞ HkÞ AsÐ ÒcÐÒ[ ÒkD
LÒk bÑcÒbÐB H cràÔc¨Òf dh @`dh \ÐD Ð - bÑcÒbÐB
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cÐ[Ð DLúfjÊkÐjÞ_Ñ
aÞS¯ ÒcÐk_ cÞhÍ

cÒkÐ]^ÞÒ^ßÐ[Ð ckÐ_]ÑjðÐ[Ð
DLúfjÊkÐjÞ_Ñ Ð
j=Ñ[_ó[Ô -- yÐ`[ÔLfÐc¯Ñ
DLúià_ÞaÐjÞ_Ñ ÐÐ
h<_ÐbÞSÐ[Ð
aÞm*Ð`ÍhªÐ
D³éf`ÍLÐhÞ_Ñ Ð
ªÊ[a_LÊ& -- cÐfÐOàÔÒhÐbÞ[Ð
hÍÑmlêÑjéeË`ÞZÑ Ð 1 Ð

QÞmÞLÐjÊeË`Ð @ÕhÊ`Ðc^ÊeÐ
aÞhÍÐ«Þ`Í]Ð¯Þ_Ñ Ð
LucÐfO_ -- S=m`ËeÞ[Ð
jÊÒhÍZÑ[e=ÞZÑ Ð 3 Ð
aÐLç`eÐ¯ZÑ
j=Ñ[]hàÞ_Ñ
ÒjßÐlêÔjÊMLÐcÞ_Ñ Ð
[ÍÞ[Ðfcó]= -- `ÍQ¨[e=
[ÐfaÐ]ÔcËoà_Ñ ÐÐ
@bÞ_ae= -- Q[ÊeaÞe=
jÊjÐkÞ[ÔÒhÐbÞ_Ñ Ð
hÍÑhÐeÒfÐÒ`tÍ-- SNafc^Ê
jÊLÐaÔ`ÍÒcÐ]Þ_Ñ Ð 4 Ð

aÞeSÐjÊteÑ aÞcfÐÒbßeaÑ
hÑ[fÐcÐÒkhéeÑ Ð
[ÍÞh¦Þjc÷å[ -- Ò¯ÐNÞ_ÑLÍÑXÞ[Ð
e¦Ð jcÒmhéeÑ ÐÐ
c=fÐhÐefÐ
QnàÞLÐQ¨ÞLÐ
hÍÑbNa[ÑhéeÑ Ð
_ÑfÐQfatÔÐ
j[[ AeÐ^ÔÐ
cÐ[ÐbËaÒ_héeÑ Ð 2 Ð

hó=ÐebÐcÞ_Ñ ÒjßÐMÔ`Í]Ð¯Þ_Ñ
hÍÑeÐ^Ð _Ðc MÔÐ[Ð Ð
S¯Ò]aLó[Ð
Qt_QnàÞ[Ð
hÍÑÒQß[_ÔjÊyÞ[Ð ÐÐ
`ÍZ¯amâeÑ
jÊaZàbÐjéeÑ
jÊNÑ[ÐjÊÒcÐkÞ[Ð Ð
jNÊZ-_ÞNàÊZ --- aÞNÊZ-@NÊZ
hÍÑ_ÑfÐQfyÞ[Ð Ð 5 Ð

]¯ÐQÞÒ[ÍÐ`úfÐ bÐNàaÑDoéfÐ
`ÍNfçÒbÐoéÐjÞ_Ñ Ð
cÒktÍNÞeÞ-- ]¨LÐeZÔ[VÑ
hÔÐcfjÊÒcÐkÞ_Ñ ÐÐ

LràaÔ LeÒc Ò_ÐkÞa aÞcÊM, LÍÒc LÍÒc [kÊÜ D`ÊSÞa jÊM Ð
_ `ÐBÒm $f Ò_ÐkÞa _ÞeÐh, aÞ`Ò] DQÞ[ ]ÞéNÊZ jÐkj Ð - LÊ«fÐLÊcÐeÑ
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hÑOÍb¯*eÑ
hÊbÒhÍ¯²eÑ
lÑÒeÐ]^ÞhÐ¯Þ_Ñ Ð
]¯ÐaÞ]ÔÐhÐ«Þ-- lÐ«ÞLÐ«Þ¯Ê¦Ð
hÍÑÒ]aÑLÐ[ÔÐ¯_Ñ ÐÐ
ÒhßÐdàÔaÑdàÔ[©Ð `ÍQ¨-Er©Ð
]Ê¹Ð`_Þ´ó[Þ_Ñ Ð
@_ð`ËZàÐmlêÑ
j]ÐNókmlêÑ
jébÐa`Í]Ð¯Þ_Ñ Ð 6 Ð
bÐ²dàÔhÐfÞ_Ñ ctÞecÐfÞ_Ñ
LcàLÐºÐ^ÔÐ¯Þ_Ñ Ð
@QÞhÊQÞeÊQÞ
aÐQÞ RtjËQÑ
`ÍªeNÐ¯_Ñ ÐÐ
^cà`eÐ¯ZÑ
hÐªÍÐ\àÒaÐ^Þ_Ñ
_Þ[ÔÐ_t]Ð¯Þ_Ñ Ð
`ecÐ\à`ÍÞ¯Ð
SN_ðÐ\hÍÞ¯Ð
jaà]Ð AkâÐ]Þ_Ñ Ð 7 Ð
cÐ[Ð jÊkÐjÞ_Ñ jÊQÐeÊbÐiÞZÑ
ae]Ð jÊ`Íj_ðÐ Ð
A¯ÊafÐÒeÐNÔ -- jcówÞ]Ð¯Þ_Ñ
jÊ^ÐjÊlcÐ`ËÀàÐ ÐÐ
akÊS_cÐ_ÔÐ
e[ðÐLeL_ÔÐ
cÐ[Ð LeÊZÐc¯Ñ Ð
`]dÊN aÒt
S__Ñ @_ÞÒ tÔ
hÊÒbÍ @có[c¯Ñ Ð 8 Ð
------- o -------

LÐc_Ð
`Í]Ñ` QtÍ [ÞÍ`ÐWÑ
@^ÔÐ`L, aÐZÞSÔ aÞbÐN
DLúf aÞhéaÞ]ÔÐf¯
@N½ 1, 2003

[ÊceÞ AÒ]Òh
akÊ@RÞ Ò]Òh
h[ _]_]Ñ ^ÐeÐ
akÊRÞ `a_
a_ D`a_
DÒ] eaÞ hhÑ [ÐeÐ ÐÐ1ÐÐ
Ò]BR[ jaÊ
]¯Ðc¯ `ÍbÊ
cÐNÞaÐLÊ LÞRÞ _ÐkÞÜ
[Êc Ló`Ð Te
aÔÐ`ÞRÞ jÕjÐe
ÒmMÞaÐLÊ bÐiÐ LÐkÞÜ ÐÐ2ÐÐ
jéÀà`ÍjË Ò]h
H bÐe[ aià
S__Ñ ÒcÐ S_êbËBÜ
akÊ@RÞ N=Ð
DXÊRÞ [ÞÍe=Ð
aÞhé bÍÐ[óbÐa akÞ ÐÐ3ÐÐ
ÒjÒ]Òh S_c
jÐ\àL SÑa_
LeÞR LeÊZÐ_Þ^Þ
Òd Ò]Òh S_cÞÒm
ÒcÐk_ jÊte
aÍkêÐ¨ aÞS¯Ñ NÐuÑ ÐÐ4ÐÐ
cÐNÊ@RÞ ASÞ
YÐf Ló`ÐeÐSÞ
S_kÞÒ[ c_ekÊ
Ò]h cÐ[óLÐe
ÒjaÐ LeÞLeÞ
H SÑa_ ^_Ô ÒkD ÐÐ5ÐÐ
------- o -------

ÒLkÞ ekÞ_ÐkÞÜ ekÞÒa _ÐkÞÜVÞ bae=-bËcÞ[Òf
jÒaà _ÞS _ÞS@bÞ_¯ jÐeÞ aÐkÊXÞÒa LÐfaÒf Ð - eÐ^Ð_Ð\
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`mà _]Ñ LËfÒe ÒNÐVÞH juÔÐ
cÒ_ÐeÕS_ç h[`\Ñ
`mà _]Ñ LËf, cÐLÐJ
27 -11 - 1996

(1)
ASÞ juÔÐÒe, `mà _]Ñ LËfÒe
ÒNÐVÞH ÒeÒªÐeÐÜÒe QÐ `ÞD\ÞmÞ Ð
LÞRÞ bÐaÞaÐ`ÐBÜ _\ÞmÐ ÒaÐmÞ
_]Ñe Òj`ÐeÞLÊ QÐkÞÜ ekÞ\ÞmÞ Ð

SÐkÐSVÞ bÐjÞQÐmÞ\ÐH \eÞ\eÞ
ÒdcÞ[ÞLÞ bÐjÞdÐH, NÐÜe _CÒe
LÐrÞàL `ËÒ_BÜ eÐ[ÞÒe
L]fÑ`VÊAe X=Ð AceÞ Ð

_]Ñ Òj`ÒV `ÐkÐX `aà[, QÑ_ç Ò]he Ð
ÒjcÐ_* `RÒe AÒmÐLcÐfÐÒe
TVLÊ\ÞmÐ SÊkÐB jke Ð
ASÞÒcÐe `Z\ÞmÐ, `mà _]ÑLÊ Ò_B
ÒLÒa _bÐaÞaÞ; AD LÐÒf
bÐaÞ ÒkÐBdÞaÒaÐmÞ, ÒNÐVL`Òe
ÒNÐVÐH QÐ `ÞD\ÞaÞ Ð

`ÐkÐ«Þ eÐ[ÞÒe, NÐÜ _CÒe
NÐÒ^ÐB, AÒc X=Ð bjÐB\ÐD
AD bjÐD bjÐD NÐB \ÐD ---

kWÐ[ç ÒLDÜWÊ bÐjÞAjÞ\ÞmÐ
_]Ñ bÞ[eLÊ ÒNÐVÞH aÞeÐV SÐkÐS Ð
mÐNÊ\ÞmÐ, jÒ[LÞ bÐjÞ AjÞmÐ
HL Qf«Þ jke !
SÐkÐSVÞe Ò]kÒe, ÒLÒ[ AmÊ@e cÐfÐ
jÒ[ Òd`eÞ, ]Ñ`ÐafÑe ]Ñ`cÐfÐ Ð

A ... LÐ ... cÐ ... Òaß
NÊA `Ð_ Ò\ÐB
NÊA `Ð_ Ò[Ðe
cÐjL ^ec ÒcÐe Ð
(2)
HcÞ[Þ HL LÐrÞàL `ËÀàcÑ jLÐfe ÒafÐ
NÐÜ hÞactÞe `ÐMÒe ÒkD\ÐH
aótÐa[Ñ*e `ËSÐ Ð
NÐAÜe TÞ@, ÒaÐkÊ J aÞ^aÐH cÞfÞ
NN_ LÐB `LÐD\Ð«Þ kÊfkÊfÞ Ð

Bo«Þ ]ÐcÞ÷ÒL kÒª eMÞaÐLÊ jcª* bÐNÔ ÒXÐeÞ
_ÞS bÐNÔÒXÐeÞ, LÐf kÒª HkÐ `LÐ«Þ ÒkÒf `ÐÒjÐeÞ Ð - eÐ^Ð_Ð\
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.... d]Þ HkÞ kÐ[Òe, [ÊcLÊ
MÊAB ]ÞH cÊÜ ÒbÐN
[ÐkÐ`Òe, H kÐ[
AD ÒcÐke, ÒkÐB LÞ ekÞa !

`ËSÐ ÒaÐ^kÊH AjÊ\ÐH jeÞ
Ò]MÞmÞ, NÐAÜe QÞkðÐTÞ@VÞH
kÐ[Òe ÒbÐN\ÐfÞ Ò_B
`ËSÐeÊ Ò$eÊ\ÐH [eae ÒkÐB Ð
cÊÜ SÐZÞ _`ÐeÞmÞ, _ÞÒS QÐmÞAjÞ\ÞmÞ
[ÐkÐeÞ jÐc_ÐLÊ
@aÐ ÒbÐN\ÐfÞ kÐÒ[
jÞH AjÞ\ÞmÐ ÒcÐe eÐªÐ ÒeÐLÞaÐLÊ Ð

_Þ@ HB WÐLÊe* ÒbÐN
MÐB\Ð@ VÞÒL bmLeÞ
jkeÒe H LÐkÊÜ @aÐ cÞfÊ\Þa Ð
LkÞ\ÞmÞ VÞÒL _ÐVL WÐZÞÒe

ÒbÐN [ MÐBaÞ
ÒkÒm jrà ÒcÐe HB
_ÞS kÐ[Òe [ÊÒc
Ò]aVÞ MÊAB Ð
QcçLÞ `XÞ\ÞmÐ jÞH
Ò$eÞaÞ dÐB\ÞmÐ `RLÊ
`ÐÒ] ]ÊB `ÐÒ] Ð

HLÞ L\Ð, HLÞ L\Ð
LÊk [ÊÒc jÒ[ !
jkeÒe ekÞ, kÞ[ÐkÞ[ sÐ_ jaÊ
@aÐ bÊmÞm ÒLcÒ« ?

Dre ÒcÐ \ÞmÐ HB --

_ÒkÒm aÐ _ÐkÞÜ
d]Þ kÐ[Òe MÊAB Ò]a_ÐkÞÜ
Ò[Òa, ÒcÐe aÞ ÒbÐN MÐBaÐ
]eLÐe _ÐkÞÜ Ð
cÊkÜ Ò$eÐB ÒjWÊ AjÞ\ÞmÞ Ò$eÞ
Òj L@ZÒd bÐaÞ ajÞ\Þa
\ÒeaÞ _\ÞmÞ `eMÞ Ð
[ÐkÐ`Òe, dÐkjaÊ OVÞNmÐ
Òj]Þ_e jÕS ÒaÒf,
bÐaÞÒm, Ò]k ÒNÐVÐ`ÒZ
HÒaaÞ \eÞdÐH ÒLÒ[ !
ÒkD\ÐH Af[Ñ, hÞa ctÞeÒe Ð
cÊÜ ajÞ\ÐH, [ÊfjÑ QDeÐ ÒaYÐÒe
ÒdDÜ\ÞLÞ `ËSÐ ÒkD\ÞmÐ
ASÞ jLÐfÒe Ð
kWÐ[ç ÒLDÜWÊ aÐkÐeÞ AjÞ\ÞmÐ
ÒjB TÞ@VÞ, Òd`eÞ LÞ
@uÐe RÊ`ÐB eMÞ\ÞmÐ
ÒLÒaWÊ ÒLDÜWÞ Ð

LÐ[e[Ð jÞ_Ð LÐ`ÊeÊi`Z, aÑe cÐÒe @aÐ cÒe LeÞ eZ Ð
`ROÊqÐ _ÐkÞÜ aÑee SÐ[ÒL, _ cÒe Òj ÒLÒbÜ `eÐZ A[Ò* Ð - ÒNÐ`auÊ
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_Þ@ HÒa ÒbÐN MÐ@ [ dmç]Þ
_ÞSkÐÒ[ MÊAB Ò]aÐLÊ
cÊÜ HÒa ÒkD@RÞ eÐSÞ Ð

jÐeÐ Ò]k ÒcÐe \eÞ DWÞ\ÞmÐ
ÒLDÜ @`eÐ^Òe, cZÞi ASÞ
@`eÐ^Ñ _ÒkÐBmÐ @aÐ !

[Êce H`eÞ LeÞaÐe
LÞ DQÞ[ç \ÞmÐ ?
jLÐfe ÒcÐe jÐcÐ_Ô ]Ê½ÐcÞLÊ
Ò]kbÞ[eLÊ, ÒLcÞ[ÞÒd
VÐZÞÒ_m bmÐ !

LZ Òd OVÞ QÐmÞRÞ, aÊTÞ`ÐeÊ _\ÞmÞ
AD ÒjB\Þ`ÐBÜ ÒaÐ^kÊH
[Ð kÐ[eÊ QÊ`çQÐ`ç MÐB QÐmÞ\ÞmÞ Ð

HÒa [ _ÞÒS MÊAB Ò]m
¯Ð `Òe, L@ZÒd Òka
[ÊceÞ kÐ[e ?
cÊkÜ [fLÊ LeÞ LkÞ\ÞmÐ jÞH --

ÒdÒa jÐeÐ heÑe
AD ÒkÐB _ ekÞmÐ ÒcÐe
Ò[Òa, ÒLaf ÒcÐ kÐ[ L\Ð
LÐkÞÜLÞ `QÐe ?
cÊÜ aÞ QcçLÞ `XÞ\ÞmÞ, AD
LkÞ\ÞmÞ XeÞXeÞ
LÊk, LÊk jaÊ ÒMÐmÞLeÞ
ASÞ cÊkÞÜ aÊTÞ`ÐÒe _ÐkÞÜ
[Êce H @SZÐ `ÒkmÑ Ð
Dre [Ð \ÞmÐ HB -[Òc [ ÒcÐWÊ ÒbÐN Ò_m _ÐkÞÜ
Ò[ZÊ ]Þ_jÐeÐ ASÞ
cÊÜ aÞ LÞRÞ MÐB_ÐkÞÜ Ð

cÊÜ ADLÞRÞ LkÞ`ÐeÞ_\ÞmÞ Ð
LZ Òd LkÞÒkÐB\ÐA«Ð
LÞRÞ ÒkD _\ÞmÐ aÞ bÐaÞ Ð
AD HcÞ[Þ HcÞ[Þ Òe LÞRÞ lZ
dÐB\ÞmÐ aÞ[Þ Ð
ÒhiÒe cÊÜ cÊÜk ÒMÐmÞ\ÞmÞ -]ËeÒ]hLÊ [ cÊÜ LÐmÞ dÞaÞ QÐmÞ
ekÞa LÞ c_Òe [Êce
ASÞe jLÐf, HB juÔÐ
AD [Òc MÊAB Ò]aÐLÊ ÒcÐÒ[ ?
LÐt LÐt ÒkÐB LkÞ ajÞmÐ Òj -[Òc `ÊZÞ H LÞ L\Ð LkÞaj Òd !
dÐk*`ÐBÜ ]Þ_VÞH
D`Ðj ekÞaÐLÊ kÊH
[Ð*Ê L@Z SÑa_Òe
ÒLÒa bÊmÞkÊH jÒ[ ?

_ÞLVLÊ b¯ _ AjÞaÐ dÐH \Þa jÞ_Ð [ÐLÊ XeÞ
b¯ AjÞNÒm _ÞLÒV jkjÐ `Í[ÞLÐe [Ð'e LeÞ Ð - aÞhé_Ð\
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`ËSÐ\ÐfÞ ^eÞ ÒhiÒe Òj
Ò$eÞNmÐ NÐÜ bÞ[eLÊ
`RÒe Òj L@Z RÐXÞNmÐ
HBA bÐaÞbÐaÞ, QÐkÞÜ ekÞ\ÞmÞ
[ÐkeÞ dÞaÐe aÐVLÊ Ð
(3)
ASÞ `mà _]Ñ cÒ_ `LÐB Ò]BRÞ
ÒjB juÔÐe LÐkÐZÑ
ÒjB @hójÞ¦ cÊkÜ
AD ÒjkÞ LeÊZ QÐkÐZÑ Ð
AkÐ .... HÒa Òj L@Z LeÊ\Þa !
LkÒe `mà_]Ñ, \Òe dÐ@Òe LkÞ
Òj L@Z HÒa ÒcÐÒ[ Ò_B bÐaÊ\Þa
@aÐ cÊÜ bÊmÞ@RÞÒaÐmÞ
bÐaÞbÐaÞ cÊ¨ `ÞVÊ\Þa Ð
ÒkBVÞ ... ÒjB ÒdDÜ [ÐeÐVÞ
TVLÊRÞ ÒcÐ cÊ¨ D`Òe
ÒjBVÞ LÞ TmjÊ\Þa
ÒcÐ NÐAÜe ALÐhÒe !
kÊH[ ... ÒjB TÞ@VÞ HÒa
ALÐhLÊ QÐkÞÜ ekÞ\Þa
AD HB [ÐeÐVÞLÊ Ò]MÞÒ]MÞ
cÊÜ ÒLÒ[ ]ËeÒe @RÞ
Lf_Ð LeÊ\Þa Ð
... @aÐ kÊH[ [Ð cÊkÜe AÒmÐL
[ÐeÐVÞ Ò]kÒe ^LçLÐ MÐB
ÒcÐ AXLÊ Ò$eÞ AjÊ\Þa Ð

Òj, HB [ÐeÐ ... AD cÊÜ
AÒc LÞ a_ÞNmÊ ÒNÐVÞH [ÍÞbÊS
cTÞÒe LÒ[ `ÐkÐX `aà[
jÐNe, ckÐjÐNe J aÐ]mç M¨
jaÊLÞRÞ cÞhÞ NY«Þ @aÐ
bNaÐ_*e HL _ËA aÞhéeË` Ð
ÒkBVÞ ... ÒjB [ÐeÐVÞ jÒ=
HÒa @Ò_L [ÐeÐ cÞhÞNÒmZÞ
HLÐWÞ AMÞcÞVÞLÐ cÐeÞ
@aÐ LÞRÞ LkÞNÒmZÞ -\ÐA_Ð [Ê LÐkÞÜ
kSÐe kSÐe cÐBmç ]ËeÒe
ÒkÒm Ò[Ð NÐÜAe ÒLDÜ HL _Þbó[ ÒLÐZÒe
ÒRÐVÞA kó]¯VÞH \eÞ\eÞ DÒW
AD e¦e jÊ@LÊ ÒWmÞ]ÞH
hÞeÐ J ^c_Ñ Ò]B
HL jÊÒ_mÑ Ò]k D`Òe
Ò[Ð _ÐAÜLÊ ÒmMÞ Ò]aÐ `ÐBÜ Ð
(4)
`mà _]Ñ LËfeÊ Ò$eÞaÐÒaÒf
AMÞ \ÞmÐ mÊkÒe be`Ëe ÒkÐB
AD `mà _]Ñ `ReÊ hÊZÐD\ÞmÐ -ÒcÐ LËfLÊ AjÞaÊ
AD _]Ñe Òj`VLÊ Ò_B
ÒcÐÒ[ bÊmÞdÞaÊ,
H L\Ð ÒLÒa Òka _ÐkÞÜ Ð

hÊZ Òk cZÞi bÐB,
TÊeÞceÞaÐLÊ, aÊXÞceÞaÐLÊ cZÞi S_cÞ _ÐkÞÜ Ð - LÊ«fÐLÊcÐeÑ
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JXÞA LkÞaÐ _Þ[Ð« AahÔL
j[Ô e&_ ]Ðh, VÒeÐÒÃÐ
SÊmÐB 31, 2003
jÕlÞ© aÞaeZÑ

cÊÜ (ÒmML) 1999 cjÞkÐ MeÐ]Þ_ RÊVÞÒe bÊaÒ_hée dÐB\ÞmÞ Ð bÊaÒ_héeÒe J ÒcÐVÐÒcÐVÞ JXÞhÐÒe JXÞA bÐiÐÒe `Í[Þ `ÞmÐcÐ_*e sÐ_ Ò]MÞ
dÐkÐ jaÊ @_Êba LmÞ [ÐkÐ HWÐÒe aÞÒhìiZ LeÐdÐB@RÞ Ð JXÞA bÐiÐ `Í[Þ JXÞhÐyÞ[ JXÞAcÐ_* AQeZ HaÕ aràcÐ_ `ÍaÐjÑ JXÞAcÐ_* AQeZ
bÞ[Òe [Êf_Ð J jÐc&jÔ LeÐdÐB@RÞ Ð A«eÐ½ÍÑ¯ Òl[ÍÒe bÐiÐ J bÐiÐÒe ckré aÞÒiìhZ LeÐdÐB@RÞ Ð jÕ²ó[Þ Òd bÐiÐWÐeÊ bÞ_ð LÞcéÐ bÐiÐ
j=Òe NbÑe bÐaÒe SXÞ[, [ÐkÐ D`Òe AÒceÞLÐÒe yÐ¯Ñ `ÍaÐjÑ JXÞA aÊwÞSÑaÞcÐ_* c[Ðc[ ÒmML DÒmâM LeÞR«Þ Ð H`eÞLÞ AÒceÞLÐ yÞ[
JXÞA SÐ[Þe baÞiÔ[ dÊaL-dÊa[Ñ* c[Ðc[ aÞ HWÐÒe `eÞÒai_ LeÐdÐB@RÞ Ð

`Íaue cÐ_QÞ[Í
1. Motivation
i.
ii.

iii.
iv.
2.

aÔ¦ÞN[ LÐkÐZÑ
`Í[ÞÒeÐ^ J [ÑaÍ jcÐÒmÐQ_Ð
The JXÞA diaspora and its special issues
Dominance of Punjabi and Hindi Culture

jcç`Là between Language, Culture, and Identity

i.
Identity
ii.
Environment movement in its infancy
iii. World Mother Language Day
iv. World Recognition of Languages
3. Causes of ]Êaàf JXÞA Pride in our Language
i. Inherited parental complexes
ii.
The acute need for weakening JXÞAness and its unforeseen consequences
iii. Complex about Assumed Superiority of Other Cultures
iv.
Globalization and Computerization
§ Market Economy and Self-Centeredness
v. Wrong Role Models and Self-serving Protagonists
vi. Goebbel’s Law -- Lie Repeated 100 times becoming Truth
vii.
Poverty of thinking.
4. Should we Worry?
i.
jÐ^ÐeZ bÍÐ«Þ (Common Fallacies)
5. Solutions
i.
Individual Solutions
§ Passing on the Legacy
§ Becoming what we want to be, Individual growth determines societal growth
§ Accepting that language change is the spice of life
§ Becoming real role-models
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ii.

Collective Solutions:
§ Offering role-modelship
§ Making a small beginning (Jnana Dash’s Mail)
§ Dispelling truths
§ Counterattacks
§ Bonding for Resilience
6. References
7. Appendix A: Fallacies of why JXÞA should not be spoken
8. Appendix B: Some samples of intellectual discussion on JXÞA bÐiÐ revealing our thoughts.

1. Motivation

(

It is said AÒcúÐ`maç^Þ self-realization) is the ideal for individual growth. Interaction with persons, i.e. a role
model, or anti-role model, especially in the formative years of childhood, forms lasting impression of an
individual’s ]ó½ÞÒLÐZ. In cultures such as bÐe[Ñ¯ culture, which are more personalized than rule based (as in
Western cultures), these tend to take the form of idolizing the guru. Frequently, this idolization makes one put
the guru in a pedestal instead of actually focusing on implementation or grwoth of the guru’s beliefs by @_ÊLeZ
LÞcéÐ @_ÊjeZ.
So was the case with me. From childhood I was encouraged to read and write in English to be successful in
society. However, as I was always immersed in an ocean of JXÞA aÐ[ÐaeZ, this could neither influence my
basic JXÞA personality, nor made me think of ever loosing my AbÞSÐ[Ô. Things started to change when I
became a software developer at IBM in Toronto. Through the initial years we participated and enjoyed the
JXÞA functions of LÊcÐe Djúa and aÞhÊa cÞf_, with gusto and fully cognizant of my JXÞA[é.
All this hunky dory continued until a much-awaited jÞwÞ arrived in the form of an convention of the Orissa
Society of Americas (hereafter OSA) in Toronto in 1999.

1.1

VÒeÐÒÃÐÒe YÞ*Þ `ÍkÐe

This convention single-handedly pounded my brain new thoughts like never before, things that I had never
thought of before about me, myself, and my jcç`Là to my AbÞSÐ[Ô versus the rest of the world. The convention
was singularly marked by an extreme pride in the avoidance of usage of JXÞA. The highlight was the
inauguration lasting over two hours where many supposedly intellectual and successful JXÞAs were present and
who delivered all types of supposedly inspiring keynote addresses. I can safely say that not a single JXÞA hv

ÒdDÜ SÑaÞLÐÒe ^_ j_cÐ_ Db¯ cÞfB MÒe,
Òj`eÞ aórÞLÊ _Ò[SÞa ÒLÒa cÒ_eM NÊZÑ _Òe Ð - _Ñ[Þ-_ÞTàeÞZÑ
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was employed during these two to three hours by the dignitaries, except for an excellent JXÞA
which my children happened to participate).

jcÒa[

song (in

While I was reduced to a LÞÕLràaÔaÞcËY state due to the singular absence of JXÞA, I was astonished none of the
assembled were noticing it. Our North Indian tabla player, however, did point out “Mr. Dash you JXÞAs must
be a shameful race to have an innaguration without employing a single JXÞA hv“. The jÐÕ²ó[ÞL ^éÕjÞLeZ
(cultural devastation) brought about by a single generation of `õaÐjÑ JXÞAs needs to be seen to be believed.
1.2

`Í[ÞÒeÐ^ J [ÑaÍ jcÐÒmÐQ_Ð

What followed over the following few years was a crusade I launched over JeçÒ_Vç [ornet] -- the electronic
newsgroup criticizing our attitude. I developed many hypothesis about our backwardness and the underlying
cause for it. Needless to say the North American immigrant JXÞA community was aghast and my outbursts
were treated as nonsense. That did not bother me as much as the fact that people, initially, never agreed JXÞA
LkÞaÐ AahÔL. Many theories were put forward justifying the requirement to not use JXÞA bÐiÐ. 1
Some of the reasons advanced are really hilarious, but most of them have to do with the feeling JXÞA jÕ²ó[Þ is
independent of JXÞA bÐiÐ. I am attaching two such mails from the younger folks, and one from an experienced
senior intellectual, but highly virulent in his antipathy towards our mother tongue, describing their attitude
about JXÞA bÐiÐ [Purohit, 2002]. I have summarized many of these excuses as Common Fallacies in the
appendix. The true nature of the antipathy towards JXÞA bÐiÐ by our own avante garde intellectuals is vivid in
ornet. Only a tiny sample of mails are presented here. I strongly encourage `ÐWLs to dig into the ornet archives.
I am sorry to say that I was mercilessly attacked and some of my reactions bordered on the verge of insanity.
While the majority of North American JXÞA community got lost in the words and either shrunk or attacked me
mercilessly, a few enlightened handful realized the truth of what I was saying.
It is my gut feeling that today due to the efforts of a few of us the realization has dawned on many North
American JXÞAs, that JXÞA bÐiÐ is the sin qua non of our identity. The typical JXÞA cÒ_ÐbÐa of not-admitting
directly mistakes may be causing the lack of open

1

The mails in JeçÒ_Vç, where this crusade was launched, from 1999 onwards should be available archived at Columbia University web pages

(http://lists.cs.columbia.edu/pipermail/JeçÒ_Vç/). Recently JeçÒ_Vç has become undemocratic and censored. If for some reasons these archives were to
be destroyed I will step in to collate my private copies to present to the public (with immense effort).
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admittance of our @sÐ[ cÒ_ÐbÐa. However, I am sure that the undercurrent of the errors committed by a lost
generation are being realized.
One major A_Êi=ÞL mÐb of this heart-rending aÞaÐ] is the current article that you are reading. The author (being
a English medium school student and thus JXÞA bÐiÐ handicapped ) introduced English interspersed with as a
medium of exchange. I will write more about this towards the end of the paper. I have personally found it as an
excellnt way to compel myself to think in JXÞA, as opposed to thinking in English.
It is fortunate that qualified academic observers of that period were able to separate the LÊ¨Ð from the QÐDf
amidst the dogfight that characterizes the jÐÕ²ó[ÞL jÕOià that was taking place in JeçÒ_Vç. It was concluded that
in its many years of existence there was a substantial issue being discussed thread bare [Nayak, Decemeber
2002]. For the first time in A^Ê_ÞL JXÞA C[ÞkÐj instead of typical aping the colonial practice, oDiA was used

,

instead of Orissa in English, and oDishA instead of Orissa. The former stuck, the latter did not.
1.3 The

JXÞA diaspora and its special issues

When I was a child we were given the impression that there is a rosy future for us and our country (and by
association JXÞhÐ) as economic growth takes shape. Today to our utter devastation we realize that while
generally it is true for India for the hope was an absolute Ò`ßÐeÐZÞL story rather than possessing any semblance of
aÐªaÞL[Ð.
Within India itself most states, barring perhaps Assam and Bihar, have left us behind. This is even without
considering the singular recent j$f[Ð of hÍÑ QtÍaÐaÊ _ÐBXÊ. This is a matter of shame to all JXÞAs wherever we
are. In this abysmal state we have no one else to blame but us – you, and I.
If we look at the success of other states I would give great importance to the role of expatriates from that state.
When we say role, it is shortsighted to say the role of money is what has brought about the in `eÞarà_ those
states, although the author admits it is the most visible form of NRI help. In fact among the current NRO
communities anytime anyone brings up subject of need for JXÞA bÐiÐ and ÒNßÐea the immediate repartee is
“how much (money) have you contributed to Orissa’s development?”.
The author believes that the real `eÞarà_ that the NRIs brought about in their states was by being implicit rolemodels. They were successful in $Òe_ç under far more competitive circumstances, and succeeded due to their
mettle and perseverance. Unfortunately, due to circumstances the number of expatriate JXÞAs was significantly
less and due to variety of reasons their impact has been minimal in their home state. This is a condition all of us
have to live with, notwithstanding how embarrassing it is.

ÒL ekÞRÞ bÒa aÐªa aÞbÒa jÊaÀà cÊLÊV aÐuÞ ?
dh @`dh Ò_ÐkÞ Lðfah kÊ@«Þ [Ð' `Í[ÞaÐ]Ñ Ð - N=Ð^e
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By bÐNÔ or @ayÐ_ expatriate JXÞAs occupy a special place. In whatever we do we become a role-model.
Within the comity of expatriate JXÞAs North American JXÞAs occupy a larger role simply due to the preeminence of America in present day world.
1.4 Predominance of Punjabi and Hindi Culture
We have no choice to accept the fact that today in India the predominance of Hindi and Punjabi jÕ²ó[Þ is
immense. When I say jÕ²ó[Þ I mean not only NÑ[-_ÐQ but the entire aÐ[ÐaeZ which envelopes a person when
he is not engaged with matters of livelihood. A typical example is how a typical Bhubaneswari denizen deals
with his pet dog [Praharaj, 2000].
Sadly in this game we have lost and the expatriate JXÞAs by and large have been a negative model. One only
has to attend a Orissa Society of America’s convention in USA to understand this. 2 Again the issue is not so
much of personality but passing on wrong messages as an implicit role model. So much so it is a common
occurrence that in an JXÞA home JXÞA bÐiÐ in North America is no longer used.
Some may consider sort of unfortunate that among the various Indian diaspora communities it is the expatriate
JXÞAs who have the greatest burden. I think it is in fact a real fortune that we are uniquely placed to make a
change.
Shall we do it? The author thinks so. There is a silver lining in the sky. Most of the failure of expatriate JXÞAs
on the JXÞA bÐiÐ front can be traced to the generation which arrived before the software boom happened. 3
Todays younger mass of JXÞA immigrants is acutely conscious of the need for JXÞA bÐiÐ to retain our special
heritage.

2.

jcç`Là between Language, Culture, and Identity

There are multiple approaches to assert why speaking language is important. One can approach as an JXÞA, or
as an Indian, or form a global viewpoint.
My principal thesis JXÞA bÐiÐ for is as an JXÞA aÕh^e. It would be injustice to not consider the language issue
without describing vis-a-vis what is coourring elsewhere in the world.
2.1

JXÞA jÕ²ó[Þ J JXÞA bÐiÐe NbÑe jcéu

2

Two particularly troubling examples are an annual competition for children’s cultural performance in the OSA convention. In the
Subrina Biswala sward many of the items are generally children singing to Hindi film tunes. Another troubling example is the
appointment of OSA president (and the other executive positions as well) during 2001-2003 none of whom can understand, speak, or
have anything to do with
.

JXÞA bÐiÐ

JXÞAs the author wishes to acknowledge that there are many experienced JXÞAs who
have actively realized that something has to be done for JXÞA bÐiÐ. In fact would ]Ëe]ó½Þ might be because of such Ò`ÍeZÐ.

3

While making generalization about expatriate
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For ages it has been assumed culture was synonymous with language. Now there seems to be questions on this
assumption.
One of the common arguments offered is culture is independent of language. Of necessity we have to take into
historical precedences. Fortunately, the struggle of JXÞA bÐiÐ against a=fÐ is well documented. There has been
a nice exchange on this in that captures the ties of the language to culture [Patnaik, 2001, Dash, 2000]. Please
note how defensive is the argument by Patnaik that one must jettison the language. Please also note the
arguments of throwing the “baby with the towel” because some aspects of JXÞA jÕ²ó[Þ are not liked (which is
actually true of all ethnic groups).
The catchword of the anti-JXÞAs seems to be “In America do as the Americans do”, ignoring the history of the
blacks, the Hispanics, and other communities that keep their language/culture alive. In recent years the meltingpot America has recognized this. One of the changes is the state of California deciding to inducted Spanish as
one of the instructional languages in schools. Against all these evidence it appears that the antagonists are
either cut off from the current events or wish to indulge in delusion of their inbuilt inferiority complexes, which
they wrongly associate with avoidance JXÞA culture [Patnaik, 2001].
However, defensive and delusional Patnaik’s arguments may be, there are arguments which can be ridiculous.
Manasinha [Manashinha, 2001] argued in JeçÒ_Vç that because Akbar maintained his mother tongue of Persian in
a foreign land, why do JXÞAs have to speak JXÞA to maintain their identity? If the reader is wondering the
relationship between the premise and conclusion so does the author.
2.2 Our Identity and

JXÞA bÐiÐ

The fact remains as JXÞA diaspora our numerical strength is a order of magnitude lesss compared to other
linguistic groups originating form India. As an individual it bothers me when I see that my JXÞA identity will
disappear with me.
When I left JXÞhÐ a while ago, just like many other Indians, our thought was to hang around for a few years,
accumulate some wealth wealth, and then return to our cÐ[óbËcÞ. Statistically, in the heart of heart each of us,
probably, knew that it was a mere LÐÁ_ÞL jÊMQÞ«Ð, never meant to be fulfilled. The good hygienic life, and
subsequently our ^ó[eÐ½ÞÍic ties to our children have prevented us from accomplishing what we set out to do.
This is a tragedy but must have been known to our parents when we let them. It is just the everpresent parents
eternal desires of the best for their children that prevented them form blurting out the truth, And we just
thought we were the best of the jÊ_Ð`ÞmÐs, just going for a little trip before we turn JXÞhÐ into a hjÔ, hÔÐcfÐ great
land.
I can bet for most of us identity was a non-issue. In fact the author would go to calim identity was never
something that was an Indian issue. It was a $Òe_ç (British) concept that seemed nonsense until we were cut
off from the umbilical cord through which we were forcibly led to think of our DLúf bajÐNe. So to say we, the
diaspora, didn’t miss JXÞA[é until we realized that it was receding. As the JXÞA YN:

Ò]MÞÒm L\Ð _ LÊkB
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_ Ò]MÞÒm TÊeÊ\ÐB
For the author personally the AaÞbàÐa of identity consciouness was when he saw the hundreds of non-JXÞA
speaking JXÞA children at ÒVÐÒeÐÒÃÐ in 1999. The picture that the author remembers is “JXÞAs, JXÞAs
everywhere but not a hv of JXÞA”. It was their subsequent virulent anti-JXÞAness in JeçÒ_Vç (duly abetted by
their parents and extended grand-parents) which caused deep anguish (and equally severe `Í[ÞÒeÐ^ from the
author).
However, leaving aside the mechanisms by which my lessons were obtained, generally, the argument was that
identity is independent of language. The author asserts that identity is tied up intimately with language just like
fish to water. True food, dress, behaviour, and many other facets do define an identity. But confusing the
multi-dimensional nature of identity with the claim that the cËf A^Ðe of culture, the bÐiÐ might be an exercise
self-consoling statement. It is as fallacious just as the argument that because a tiniest flap cover can cause
Columbia spaceship’s failure, knowing how to design a flap cover is equivalent to possessing the ability to
design a spaceship.
The reality is that bÐiÐ determines how we are primed to think, and therby determines our unique attributes that
is summed in one word identity. A simple ]ó½Ð« would be the simple request “`ÐZÞ `Þ@” and its equivalent
“Drink water”. Notice in the JXÞA version it is the “`ÐZÞ” which is emphasized while in the English version that
act of drinking which is emphasized. Similarly one may draw conclusions of how is different from other Indian
languages. Each bÐiÐ has its unique attributes, even though one may not be able to pinpoint them at one point.
Those who develop software with multiple languages know this too well. In theory each programming
language is capable of developing all kinds of software. In reality the choice of the programming language
almost guides you to think in particular ways. For example one would tend to write a chess program in a logic
programming language.
2.2 JXÞA

bÐiÐ

and its Parallel with Environmentalism

Today all of us know that environmentalists are an important group that determine not only public discourse but
have deep impact on economic life. The merits of environmental preservation are well accepted today by the
general populace.
Let me take you back to the 1950 or even before, where environmental groups were those emotive weirdos who
were opposed to everything “progressive” and that fetches economic prosperity. The progressives were, of
course, those whose activities’ major side effect was degradation of habitat. At that point the principal
argument of the environmentalist defied logic and science. Their argument was that each object -- living and
non-living -- had its importance in the cosmos. We may not understand the objects importance and jcéu to
other objects at the current moment, but that is no reason to assume that there is none. Today these sentiments
are holy gospel.
Similarly the bÐiÐ issue has its importance even if we do not understand it. The environment movement is
based on the purity of the physical surroundings that we live in. In the same way human beings are unique in

LÞ $f cËÒY LkÞ _Ñ[Þ aQ_, LÞ $f @u AÒN ^eÞ ]`àZ Ð- QÞ«ÐcZÞ
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the sense we have left our physical environment for a richer abstract world. It is the different languages of the
world which contribute the human diversity. No one, including those who claim that JXÞA speaking is not
necessary to remain JXÞA, would question that diversity is important. Then why the Rf_Ð from so many of us?
Even as the OSA, its electronic medium JeçÒ_Vç, and many of the JXÞA youth are deeply against it, the world
has recognized the importance of keeping languages under the relentless attack of conformity demanded by the
globalization process.
2.3 World Mother Language Day
The UNO from the year 2000 has declared February 21st to be the International Mother Language Day. This
was acknowledged as an important and precious element of the cultural heritage and identity of a community.
The date February 21st was chosen to honour 3 language martyrs from Bangaldesh who were shot during public
demonstrations to promote their language in Pakistan (against Urdu imposition) in 1952. Incidentally, let it not
be lost that it was Bengalis who were honoured.
The author believes that today the JXÞAs have a lot to learn from a=ÐfÑs on JXÞA bÐiÐ. This is ironic to the
extreme, not only because they are the geographic neighbours of JXÞA homeland, but because they were the
ones who were out to kill JXÞA bÐiÐ in the 18th century with their slogan “JXÞA jé[§ bÐiÐ Ò_ÐB”, when they were
the bureaucrats of the British Raj ruling JXÞhÐ. Thanks to the revivalist $LÞeÒcÐk_ Òj_Ð`[Þ and others, and a
broad minded British Raj, JXÞA bÐiÐ survived and subsequently flourished.

2.4 World Recognition of Languages
Now it is generally accepted that cÐ[óbÐiÐ is the foundation of a culture since it embodies a unique attributes that
define a common behaviour pertaining to a group of people. As languages disappear rapidly this recognition
has gone from mere recognition to alarm [Nelosn, February 2002]. Based on our experience with the
environmental movement, in fact UNESCO has produced a list of “endangered languages”. It is urging
countries to protect their cultural treasures.
Globalization and need for harmonization as a pillar for economic growth is the catalyst why languages are
threatened.
While in general terms all of the above arguments apply to JXÞA as well, it is not the author’s thesis that these
alone are the reason for speaking JXÞA. My thesis is different which forms the material of next section.
3. Causes of ]Êaàf

JXÞA Pride in our Language

Against this tremendous success of our ancestors in struggling for defining our identity through bÐiÐ, the current
plight of JXÞA bÐiÐ in the cities and among the North Amerian `ÍaÐjÑ JXÞAs is a sad story. Today in
Bhubaneswar in the stores if the customer queries prices in JXÞA not only do we get that funny stare from the

OÐeÞ\ÐH dÐLÊ @\àe _ÞhÐ, `Ê@WÐeÊ aX [Ð'e `BjÐ Ð - QÞ«ÐcZÞ
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salespeople, but also we receive reply either in English or Hindi. One of the mails in JeçÒ_Vç accurately
describes this feeling [Praharaj, 2000].
The author wishes to now discuss the many reasons why this inbuilt towards JXÞA bÐiÐ exists among us.
Needless to say many of these are based on personal experience corroborated through others’ experiences.
3.1 Inherited Parental Complexes
It has become almost a cliche amongst North American families as a matter of immense ÒNßÐea to say “ÒcÐe
`ÞmÐRÊAcÐÒ_ JXÞA LkÞ `Ðe«Þ _ÐkÞÜ LÞ aÊTÞ`Ðe«Þ _ÐkÞÜ”. Notice the pride inherent in this saying. I would go on to
admit this is more common among the near-independence generation. Unfortunately the generation, subsequent
to the near-independence generation, that is brought up in JXÞhÐ‘s cities is severely handicapped of any
knowledge in JXÞA, due to being educated in English medium schools (beyond the few hundred words used in
Ò]ß_tÞ_ SÑa_). One has to wait, at least for half a decade, to see whether they have any attachment to their
cultural heritage. But looking at their present behaviour they are more culturally attuned to the bÐ=çXÐ $ÞmêÞ jÕ²ó[Þ,
while simultaneously having a ]Êaàf background in JXÞA jÕ²ó[Þ.
A strong observation is the following mail from Praharaj [Praharaj, 2000] reveals how deeply entrenched
(internalized) our inclination towards English is. Although, the incident has been exaggerated, I think it
captures pretty well the attitude of most middle-class JXÞAs towards our cÐ[óbÐiÐ.
The inference seems to be that as parents we (or really our near-independence generation) have failed miserably
in preserving our heritage. The reasons might be psychological. During pre-independence days the ÒNÐeÐ
jÐÒkaç was the role-model. Imagine the complex of the generation brought up trying to catch-up with the jÐÒkaç
through its most visible attribute – the English language. In effect the drive was to become a JXÞA aÐaÊ, for
which the easiest medium was jettisoning all JXÞAness as soon as possible. Obviously, the fact that we became
identity conscious through aÞmÐ[ç education was also another driver factor.
By itself learning from other cultures is good. Gandhi had said (paraphrased) “I will keep my window open to
all cutures, but I will firmly stay in my room”. The bÐNa[ aptly captures this kernel. “Òd `lÑ DÒX ÒdÒ[ ]Ëe
Òj SÐÒZ [ÐkÐ ÒabÐe”. Implicit in this YN was the assumption that a bird always returns to its nest. That was not
the case of our latent JXÞA aÐaÊ s that left overseas. The most famous person who revived JXÞA -- $LÞeÒcÐk_ -put it most eloquently (paraphrased):

`YÞmÞ _Ð_Ð Ò]hbÐiÐ, LÐkÞÜ[ _ `ÊeÞmÐ AhÐ Ð
ÒkD `RÒL Òj dÐkÐ @_ÔLÊ, ÒcÐ cÐ[óbÐiÐ cÒ[ ÒhÍº Ð
Ò]MÞmÞ aÊmÞ akÊ ]Ëe, aÞmÐ[, ScàÐ_Ñ, AÒceÞLÐ Ð
`ÐBmÞ _ÐkÞÜ OËeÞ OËeÞ, ÒcÐ cÐ[óbËcÞe cÐ^ÊeÑ ÐÐ
English jÕ²ó[Þ was supposed to be more refined (again by some pre-conceived notion learnt from the British)
and therefore the drive towards unlearning anything that defines JXÞAness had its catalyst here. I suppose most
of us remember when our near-independence born generation ran after bagging that L_çÒbÃç-`YÐ ÒaÐkË. What
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was the implicit bargain there? The ÒaÐkË would be free of the spoiled JXÞAness, and be more refined, thus
becoming a pillar of strength for the families dreamed of future. Little in anyones `Í[ÔÐhÐ it was imagined that
the L_çÒbÃç-`YÐ ÒaÐkË will come home to be rued.
As not speaking or writing JXÞA was the desired norm imagine the effect of a L_çÒbÃç-`YÐ ÒaÐkË on the future
generation. It is today we are seeing this indirect trend introduced by the near-independence born generation.
Please notice how the fact that someone possessed less JXÞA[é was considered as an asset.
This involuntary [ÐomÔ towards everything JXÞA is, principally, responsible today for the deep malaise that has
struck our cÐ[óbÐiÐ. One startling influence of our near-independence born fathers is when today’s JXÞA youth
travels in a train, all of a sudden, he/she unconsciously switches to a="fÐ or kÞtÞ, once the train crosses
Kharagpur [Sahu, 2002].
3.2 The acute need for weakening JXÞAness and its unforeseen consequences
As in the example of Sahu (2003) above, it was common (until recently) to avoid all signs of being recognized
as an JXÞA unless one is very close to home. I have friends who tell that most in JXÞAs in Shantiniketan will
go to any lengths to prevent from being identified as JXÞA. There are JXÞAs in North America who will go to
any extent to prevent their children form picking up JXÞA.
It is my assertion that the bottom line for this [ÐomÔ towards everything JXÞA is an acute _ÊÔ_[c complex
amongst JXÞAs. This might be shaping our behaviour and could be the root cause of our backwardness. It is
common in our culture to get ones things through Ò[ÐiÐc] rather than as an object of _ÔÐ¯. It seems the only
way people can protest is when they are as part of labour unions. In the case of labour unions the pendulum
swings to the other extreme making reckless demands for resources which are an insult to the impoverished
masses.
Long ago c^Ê aÐaÊ recognized this and his D]çÒaÐ^_ to get out of the _ÊÔ_[c complex in DLúf
testimony to this [Madhusudan Das, 1924]:

j«Ð_ is a vivid

[Ê cÒ_ bÐaÞRÊ Ò[ÐiÐc] LeÞ aYÐBaÊ SÐ[Þ cÐ_
Ò[ÐiÐc]ÞAe LÊLÊe `ÍLó[Þ @BÜWÐ `[Òe ^ÔÐ_
[Ê `eÐ ÒaÐmÐD DLúf j«Ð_ HÒa LÞcç`Ð LÐkÞÜ bÑeÊ
In this sense one may argue our retrograde attitude towards our cÐ[óbÐiÐ is a symptom of a deeper malaise rather
than being a cause that requires a cure. However, decades of neglect by the near-independence born generation
has today resulted in the rise of a new generation (especially among the diaspora) which remembers nothing but
the internalized desire to avoid learning JXÞA.
3.3 Globalization and Computerization, Complex about Assumed Superiority of Other Cultures

jÐkÞ[Ô j=Ñ[ LfÐ _ SÐÒZ Òd S_, cZÞi ÒkÒmÒkÜ [ÐLÊ `hÊ ÒaÐmÞ NZ Ð
_ÐkÞÜ [Ð' mÐ=Êf , _ÐkÞÜ hÞ= jÞ_Ð [Ð'e, _ MÐH Òj OÐj, dÐkÐ `hÊe AkÐe Ð -_Ñ[Þh[L
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The initial antipathy towards their parents has been transformed to a far more aÞ`³_L attitude towards our
mother tongue. At least the parents in their attempt to hide the antipathy in a sort of negative way were
cognizant of the cÐ[óbÐiÐ. But for their children it is now plain apathy [Panda, 2001].
It is no secret that JXÞhÐ is one of the most backward states (in India) even as the formerly backward have
leapfrogged their way to relative prosperity. It is assumed that we are backward because of inability to be part
of the global economy. The rise of globalization and its becoming the principal determinant of success has only
exacerbated this mindset. It has become a cliché, even by otherwise known personalities, to use globalization
as a justification for not keeping the cÐ[óbÐiÐ alive [Misra, 2002]. Let it be known that Mishra is a granddaughter of _ÑfL¶ ]Ðj, who was a pioneer in the effort to revive lost JXÞA and ÒNßÐea. Dharitri Mishra
correctly, but reluctantly, identifies that the loss of our JXÞA[é is due to our temperament.
For those who think globalization makes it imperative to lose our unique attributes, I will only point out to the
Greeks, the Italians, the Irish, and many other communities, if not our Bengalis, Gujaratis, and Punjabis. In
each of the above case the diaspora is substantially larger than the populace that remains in its native land, yet
the unique cultural attributes (mother tongue except for the Irish) are preserved and propagated with a zeal that
would be beyond the LÁ_Ð of most JXÞAs.
3.4 Wrong Role Models and Self-serving Protagonists, Goebbel’s Law -- Lie Repeated 100 times becoming
Truth
In all this the near-independence generation has been assumed into role models simply because of nonavailability of others. They keep alive this antipathy towards JXÞA bÐiÐ so as to hide their gross failure on the
cultural front and internalized complexes. In the OSA convention in Toronto the then Indian ambassador to
USA, Shree Lalit Mansingh, was enthusiastically prompting the assembled JXÞAs audience to forget about their
JXÞAré and instead focus on Indianness. There is obviously no glaring example of a bad role-model for JXÞA
jcÐS. [All this, @ahÔ, while his speech contained not a single JXÞA hv.] This is all the more embarrassing
because of the pedigree of the speaker and the tremendous love and affection that we have given to this family.
I have coined the phrase “our heroes are zeroes” to describe such people. I can not find a better example for
this hypohesis.
If you were wondering I am too harsh. Let me ask a simple question. Do you think we will ever bond with the
children of these parents who did not teach them and have made their home else where. This is a tremendous
loss to JXÞhÐ because it needs us, our children. Otherwise it is like a mother who keeps producing children, sees
her children attain prosperity, but in the process continues to become ]eÞ]Í and ]eÞ]Í.
Looking at the collective denial amongst the North American JXÞA diaspora, the conclusion by Hitler’s
propaganda minster that “a lie repeated a thousands times will be appear as truth” comes to mind. Even so in
spite of the tremendous pressure exerted by the near-independence generation to deny the importance of spoken
I am happy to state that the lie has been proven to be a lie. AL thanks to the empowerement and the
communication power of the internet.

_ÑQ Dn`Ò] ÒkÒm c¨Þ[, cËMà `Ê[Í d]Þ kÊH `¨Þ[,
@cÐ_Ñ d]Ô`Þ mÒb j®Ð_, SN[LÊ cÒZ [óZ jcÐ_ Ð - QÞ«ÐcZÞ
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3.5 Poverty of thinking.
Based on all this I think the real malaise striking JXÞhÐ and JXÞAs is simply a limitation of our thinking. I call it
as “poverty of thinking”. We are poor because we are unwilling to undertake the mental effort where we can
believe we will be rich through effort. The jcówÞ that is implied is not only of A\ÞàL jcç`rÞ but also
encompasses individual growth and jÐÕ²ó[ÞL jcç`rÞ that can produce a society of AcúaÞhéÐjÑ denizens. The real
catch for us would be to bootstrap ourself to think that we can do what we want to do.
As we are not `ÍªÊ[ to achieve the hard way, for us ]Ê_àÑ[Þ and any other shortcut is the order of the day.
5. Solutions
The solutions to uplifting ourselves can be either or both at individual and societal levels.
5.1 Individual Solutions
At the individual level the single most important thing we can do is to ensure that our children are
developed in the language. Of necessity, this must progress in the order of spoken, reading, and writing.
With the rise of the visual media substitution of the written word, the importance of visusal and spoken
capability can not be more emphasized. To give an example a person who sings JXÞA songs would be a
considered close enough to JXÞA bÐiÐ. Similarly acting out in JXÞA _ÐVL and performing LaÞ[Ð AaórÞ. I can
attest to personal example of making my children literate through the help of these. But it goes without
saying that the principal effort was the fact that we make it a point to speak at JXÞA home; The singing and
acting are merely reinforcements, or motivators, for sustaining pride, but by themselves are not the
foundation on which JXÞA bÐiÐ capability can be built. The groundwork was the work at home.
At a societal level we must give priority always to programming which includes JXÞA content. In fact it
won’t hurt to explicitly discourage @Z-JXÞA programming. Simple as it may sound one only has to attend
any JXÞA event to count the number of JXÞA words used. We must develop a consciousness to use JXÞA. A
vivid reference to love of JXÞA without JXÞA bÐiÐ is in the case of Choudhary, 2002, and the ensuing selfdefence.
One must also encourage usage of in whatever form it takes. A vivid example of discouragement is such as
proferred by Jnana Dash who objected to me using in a backdrop of English content [Dash, 2001]. While it
may be a easy to ignore the message as a tantrum thrown by a generation for its own unknown _ÞkÞ[ jéÐ\à, in
reality the impact is tremendous. It requires tonnes of resilience to withstand it. A resilience which we
must build for the sake of JXÞA and JXÞA bÐiÐ. As a solution to our bÐiÐ issues more people should object to
messages such as coming Dash [Dash, 2001].
It is clear and persistent public support for usage which will lift our society. An example is what this author
is doing in this very paper. Role-modelship for taking a clear stand in favour of is the need of the order of
the day. We should take a step to defend any attempt to dishonour. Let us gather all our strength when
offering rebuttal to such ideas from ÒcÒke‘s immortal words [Meher, 20th Century]
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cÐ[óbËcÞ cÐ[óbÐiÐÒe cc[Ð
dÐ' kóÒ] S_cÞ _ÐkÞÜ
[ÐLÊ ÒdÒa sÐ_Ñ NZÒe NZÞaÐ
@sÐ_ ekÞa LÐkÞÜ
I am not one to minimize the Herculean nature of this task. Even as societal effort is important the greatest
]Ëe[Ð is at the aÔ¦ÞN[ level. Role-modelship by definition is where we become leaders by practicing. A
society can not be anything if its individuals do not provide role-model for what it wants to be. The
challenge is at the societal level, the A^Ðe for the solution is at the aÔ¦ÞN[ level.
I am optimistic that self-realization has set in about the aÞic bÍc that we have commited collectively against
our cÐ[óbÐiÐ. What I have not yet seen is adequate signals of open acknowledgement. It is my firm A«eÞL
aÞhéÐj that an unacknowledged problem can not be solved. Till then I will wait for ÒNÐ]ÐaeÑh cÞhÍ’s mythical
aÐaÐSÑ’s jÒ®Ðk_ prowess in DW L*Ðf:

]ÊNàc NÞeÞ ]ÊNà `ÍÐQÑe SÑÀà ]ÊAÒe ajÞ
XÐÒL [Ð§ÞL c§ jÐ^Ò_-SÐNÍ[ `ÊeaÐjÑ
`ó\éÑ aÞ]ÐeÑ aÐeaÐVÞ cXÐ-DW DW Qqf
ÒMÐe^Ðe h[ je]Ðe hÞe Le D_ð[ [e
DW L*Ðf-RÞXÊ hó<f-SÐN ]Êaàf ASÞ
(DWÊ) kó[ ÒNßÐea-N[-ÒNßÐea-có[ ÒNßÐea eÐSÞ ÐÐ1ÐÐ
QÞe atÞ[Ð atÞ_Ñ cÐA au_ Ò$BaÐÒe
jcém`Êe jcéfaÑe ]c÷ LÞ _ÐkÞÜ ^Òe?
N=Ð Ò^ÐBmÐ QÞLÊe dÐkÐe Ló»Ð QeZ [f
hchÐ_ ASÞ cXÐÒ]h ASÞ HkÞ ÒjkÞ DLúf
SÐN ]Êaàf-RÞXÊ hó<f DW L*Ðf ASÞ
…

1.
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2. Appendix A: Fallacies of why JXÞA bÐiÐ should not be spoken amongst JXÞAs.
•

There is, at least, one person in the gathering who does not understand JXÞA, hence we should
not use JXÞA [Patanaik, 2000].

•

That because English words are being incorporated rapidly into all languages, JXÞA is going to
anyway disappear. So what use it is in learning JXÞA.
Accepting words from another language in fact shows that a language is dynamic and has
capacity to grow. The best counter-example is English itself, which incoproartes words form
other languages like sponge. Yet it continues to grow like anything.
JXÞA Culture is independent of JXÞA language.
Children will learn JXÞA anyway because they have to write letter to their mother in JXÞA.
The L_çÒbÃç-`YÐ ÒaÐkË has changed the whole game. Today even if the children were to either
speak or write in JXÞA to their mother/grandmother, the mother herself will be either @lc in JXÞA
or choose to reply in English.
In foreign countries there is no time for either the parents to impart JXÞA to children or for
children to learn JXÞA.
This has been proven wrong by some parents actually successfully transmitting JXÞA.

•
•

•

•

If we understand JXÞA that is good enough for my role as an ambassador of Orissa; the implicit
conclusion being we have no requirement to speak JXÞA.
This assumes that we do not need to propagate JXÞA or propagation can be done without
speaking the language.
3. Appendix B: Reference mails from JXÞAs.
i.

Mail of Jnana Dash. This mail shows how a genuine desire to use in English writing was JXÞA
discouraged, wittingly or unwittingly. This mail appeared in JeçÒ_Vç on September 21, 2000.

bÐiÐ

Subject: JeçÒ_Vç in general and Oriya values in particular
The plethora of messages in this forum (many of them are of little value or painful to read - like
the ones with personal anecdotes and wisdom on every issue, or the ones interspersed with Oriya words
in English quotations, as if such feeding enhances our vocabulary!!) has reached new heights in terms
of numbers and new lows in terms of contents. To the garrulous ones - the finger rushes to the delete
button at the sight of thy names. Not flattering to your ego, but true. How about taking a vow to
observe a week of "electron-silence" every month?
It is very painful to see discussions pertaining to an unfortunate death in a family. Devjani's note
is an eye-opener and provides points to ponder. Let us display empathy rather than anger and slander.
In the name of community responsibility, we are causing further pain and anguish to those who are
suffering from this tragic loss.
Jnan R. Dash
San Jose
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of Arjun Purohit in JeçÒ_Vç on April 25, 2002, revelas how adamant are the senior JXÞAs of
America that JXÞA bÐiÐ has no place JXÞA in gatherings. Typically, they usuall imply it rather
explicitlyt stating so. Arjun Purohit’s mail is a good example.

ii.Mail

WRONG. It is a gathering of people who are interested in Orissa and her heritage.They may be Oriya
speaking,Koshali speaking,Telegu spaking,Bengali speaking,Kond speaking,Santhali speaking,English
speaking,Hindi speaking,Gujerati speaking.....anything speaking. OSA is not a language based
organisation.Its full name is ORISSA SOCIETY OF AMERICA,not ORIYA SOCIETY OF AMERICA. There seems to
be genuine confusion between OSA and ODissa.
Arjun Purohit

Mail of Devanarayana Patnaik versus Purna Mishra
In this mail we discover how flimsy and defensive are the arguments of the antagonists of JXÞA
Conversely how logical and factual are the arguments of the protagonists.

iii.

bÐiÐ.

In a message dated 2/24/01 2:05:25 AM Eastern Standard Time, purnamishra@hotmail.com writes:
> if you want to see how the Oriya culture is synonym with the Oriya language, > you need to read
the autobiography of Fakir Mohan Senapati. He has
> described it lucidly how the Oriya culture got decimated in the southern
> Medinipur district as the Oriya speaking people stopped speaking Oriya and > started speaking
Bengali.
>
> The then jamindar of Patashpur printed the Oriya Bhagabata in Bengali
> Script and tried to preserve the dying Oriya culture. Let us look what happened?
> The PandAs became PAndAs, the MohAntys became MAitees, and the JenAs
> became JAnAs. The Oriyas became Bengalis. “Bhakuda Macha” became “Katla
> Mach”, the ever-popular “Kau Macha” became “Koi Mach”, and lo the source
> of Oriya culture the “Pakhala Bhata” became “Panta Bhat”.
>
> This is a documented proof of what happened to the Oriya culture when the
> people stopped speaking the Oriya language.
>
> I have a question for all who claim one can retain the Oriya culture
> without the language. Please share a documented proof with us.
>
> -- Purna
Purnababu,
Fakiramohan Senapati worked hard to revive Odia. He and few others convinced
the then British administrator John Beams, who happened to be a linguist to
let Odia books to be used in Odisha. The Bengalis argued that Odia is not a
primary language. " Odia akta swattantra bhasha noi". Mr. Beams found out through his research that
infact Odia is a primary language and that It has a distinct root and at one time much more developed
than its sister languages Assamese and Bengali.
It is the close similarity between Odia and Bengali that creates problem. Imagine Odisha and Bengal
would have been one state, as it could have been, then clearly first thing that comes to mind is that
Bengali would have been the preferred language, but may be not, the language could have been
something in between, Odangali. That Odia is the living language spoken bu some 35 million people in
Odisha is due to Odia culture, which is thriving well in Odisha.
Now coming to immigrants, like us Odias in USA, can we keep Odia culture in USA. The question, I like
to pose is would we keep Odia culture in USA?. I have posted emails saying NO. We must get rid off
the bad elements of Odia culture in USA. We cannot and should not separate ourselves from the
mainstream Americans. I say that for all Indians not just for Odias. Our children in later years say
after 10 generations may simply be not able to speak in Odia, primarily because there are not that
many Odia immigrants, Odias prefer to stay in Odisha. There is nothing wrong in that, if they become
famous writers in English and influential members of the American community. The alternative of
devoting time and energy to hold on to a much tarnished Odia culture with deep feelings of caste and
distinctions based on one's origin, such as Koshali, Sambalpuri, Gadjati, Jajpuria, Kutki etc is not
something that is that attractive.
Having said all these, I must add that it is necessary that Odias take pride in their literature,
read the Odia books and their translation. The important thing is in our thought process more than
the language.
A poem written by a very illustrious Odia translated into english goes like this:
" Look Brahmin ! to your front and behind
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iv.
Hundreds of gods in human form are waiting
can you get God sidetracking them ?
Whom are you worshipping in the dark dungeon of the temple
Being afraid to touch the real gods who are left outside
It is sin, not piety, for which the god has become dumb
And does not utter a word in spite of all your worship.
Know ye priest, the god has k\left the country for the sins perpetrated by you
Only the gods of wood and stone are found in the temples
Instead of worshipping the god of stone and wood, come and worship the living
gods
whose eyes will shed tears of joy if you speak to them a few kind words.
Stop teh chanting of your incantations, stop the offer of lighted camphor
These are thousands of gods waiting outside with outstretched hands.
Give the food offerings of the deities to these hungry gods
And see god in every human habitation
with that worship the dumb god will be vocal in no time
And the neighbors will exchange among themselves the words of god
Come devotees, come priest don't enter the dark dungeon any more
In the divine light outside, search for the gods personified."
I am sure there will be many who will at once know who is this Odia writer.
It is a tribute to him that he understood that what is holding Odia's progress are its own
people,those who wear a Paita and the rest who do not. In the name of history and tradition, the
Paitabalis exploit the baser instinct of their fellow men and weaken the society as a result.
In America do as Americans do. Be a proud American first, learn Odia next. Read Odia literature, you
will be surprised to find that many Odia writers who shaped Odia culture of today were immigrants
from Bengal. speaking both Bengali and Odia, and contributing significantly to Odia culture.
I wonder what will some Odia's say if a Bengali after visiting Jagannath will say that while she was
inside the temple Jagannath spoke to her in Bengali!. Would that make Jagannath culture any less of
an Odia culture?
Devanarayan Pattanayak, February 24, 2001

v.

Mail of Dharitri Mishra, October 25, 2001 in JeçÒ_Vç:
This mail suggests that even though that globalization has handicapped the spread of JXÞA us from
passing JXÞA to our children, the real reason is our attitud.
Pandit Nilakantha's works were published many years back in a multi-volume collection called
"Nilakantha Granthabali", which is unfortunately out of print for quite a while now. However, there
is a voluntary organization named "Nilakantha Smruti Samiti" in Bhubaneswar, which has re-printed
some of his books in the recent years.
Unfortunately, at present time, most of the highly educated younger generation Oriyas in Orissa don't
have time or temporament to learn and read Odiya, let alone the past of Orissa. (It does not help
them to complete in the current global market place.) However, those, who are especially interested
in socio-political issues related to Orissa prior to Independence, and in Odiya as an independent
language (not an offshoot of Bengali, for example), would find many of Pandit Nilakantha's writings
very informative.
Thanks.
-Dharitri Misra, Maryland

vi.Mail

of Dillip Kumar Praharaj, June 14, 2000 in JeçÒ_Vç:
This mail reveals how deep seated in our sub-consciousness is our avoidance of JXÞA.

I have been reading so many emails on language. Have you seen an Oriya
commanding to his dog like 'Tomy, Nain, Ja-a-na, base, kha' they usually say 'Tomy, No, Dont go, Sit
down, Eat'.
Why do we talk in English to a dog ? Any explanations !!!! Have you ever thought about it ?
Just a thought, pl. dont take it otherwise ....
Dillip K. Praharaj
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Mail of Biswa Patanaik, February 20, 2001 in JeçÒ_Vç:
This mail contained an excellent article on our có[ JXÞA jéÐbÞcÐ_ (as an attachment) showing how we
no longer possess our jéÐbÞcÐ_. The article was from Dharitri and the author was hÍÑ _ÐeÐ¯Z cÞhÍ.
viii. Mail from Ram Dash of July 11, 2000 in JeçÒ_Vç, showing how the nonsensical arguments for not
speaking JXÞA was understood by keen observers, and how it correlates with our jéÐbÞcÐ_.
vii.

Dear All,
If you happen to be reading this mail, I request you to read it, in its entirety.
In past few days I was silently observing the war of words between Satya Dash and Mira and was at
pains to see how some people sided with one or with the ther and even calling for truce, more or so
for a girl who doesn’t seem to have the slightest respect for her mother tongue (If I can say so).
[Authors Annotation: Mira Panda was a youth and an excellent example of youths misguided by a lost
generation of parents. Her, numerous excuses for not speaking JXÞA are archived in JeçÒ_Vç.]
Is the issue one between only Satya and Mira? How can our visions be so myopic? I believe the issue
has far greater implications and far reaching consequences. Let me ask you people a couple of why’s.
Why do we as parents choose to converse with our own children in English? Why do we as uncles and
aunts choose to converse with other’s children in English?
Is Odia such a difficult language to muster? I have seen couple of second generations girls (of
course they are in a minority) fluently speaking in Odia. Take my example. At an age of 24 I tried to
learn Hindi and now at the age of 26, I can read, write and speak quite well in Hindi. I don’t boast
of any higher IQ but for my will to do so and I did it.
I even came across such ridiculous statements, as one can remain Odia without speaking Odia. I think
these kinds of statements have the potential to question the very foundation of an ethnic group on
this world known as Odias. Odianess is not hereditary. One does not automatically qualify for being
an Odia just because he/she has one orboth parents Odias. Also at the same token, we can’t question
one’s Odianess if one or both parent’s of his/her are not Odias. To being an Odia, I believe that
there must be some Odianess in you heart. By saying Odianess, I mean love to a language which
distinctly identifies the ethnic group, love and respect for all our fellow brethren and so on.
Mr. Satya Dash can be radical, he may be little abusive, but what I feel is the inner cry of a person
who is seeing his fellow brethren on a path of dwindling morality and false pride (I say flase pride
just because they can speak in English).
And the issue is not confined in America alone. Its echo is reverberating in Odisha, where now
English-Medium schools are mushrooming all across the length and breadth of the state for the same
false pride and reason.
What happened to our “Swabhimaan”? In our village there is a Bengali family living for 100 years but
as you enter their house you can still hear them conversing in sweet Bengali. Then why is it
difficult for us? Why should we put all the blame on the environment?
I can see you all (myself included) on the verge of crossroads. We have to decide individually which
course we have to take. We have every right to differ. But think once, do you want to take the
course, which will strip you of the very identity, of which you are presently taking pride on?
The choice is yours.
Thanks,
Ram Dash

Dn ÒkaÐ `ÐBÜ Le ÒdÒa AhÐ, Dn Le AÒN _ÞS cÐ[óbÐiÐ Ð
_ÐkÞÜ ÒdÒa kóÒ] Dn @bÞfÐi, Le AÒcÐ]e `mÒ* aÞfÐj Ð
cÐ[óbÐiÐ Ò`Ð\Þ RÊBÜaÐLÊ LÒe, @_Ô ÒLDÜ SÐ[Þ m³ÐÒaÐ^LÒe Ð
`Í[ÞÒahÑ*e QeZ `ÍkÐe, QÞkðÒhÍZÑ Le alÒ]Òh kÐe Ð - N=Ð^e
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